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In this work, a new framework is developed for the unrestricted manipulation of

timbre in musical composition. Unlike other perceptual musical attributes such as pitch

or loudness, timbre is not a one-dimensional property, and is not easily manipulated in a

flexible yet precisely-controlled manner. The multi-dimensional nature of timbre has been

previously studied using multi-dimensional scaling (MDS) techniques. The outcome of a

study involving timbre and MDS is typically referred to as a timbre space. Previous timbre

spaces have been suitable for a high-level description of some of the underlying dimensions

of timbre, but not to a satisfying degree, and have not been suitable for subsequent

synthesis of timbre. In this work, four design goals are proposed for a timbre space

suitable for composition, along with ways in which to satisfy them. They are: perception,

synthesis, interface, and modularity. The primary focus of this work is on the first goal

of perception. Understanding the mental representation of timbre at a fundamental

level is vital to achieving an effective and compact system for timbre manipulation. Due

to the current lack of a satisfying model of timbre perception, we devise new methods

and propose new ideas to develop one. As a result, contributions of this work include

an improved experimental procedure for the study of perceptual spaces, theoretical

contributions to the study of timbre, a novel timbre space suitable for synthesis, a new

periodic waveform analysis technique, and a detailed blueprint for the implementation of a

system for timbre manipulation in composition.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

The musical value of the computer does not lie, of course, in its ability to
duplicate exactly what a real instrument can do, but rather in yielding an
extended repertory of sounds, including and going beyond the classes of sounds
of actual instruments.

—Risset and Mathews, 1969

Music, it could be said, is where sound meets psychology. While sound can be

objectively moved, measured, analyzed, and multiplied, a person’s response to music is an

intensely subjective experience, an amalgamation of feelings about frequencies. Despite

this subjectivity, there are commonalities to the human experience derived from possessing

similar perceptive abilities. This allows us to express ourselves through music, for instance,

and have a reasonable expectation that with the right background and experience, our

message can be understood.

Musicians describe notes as having pitch, having loudness, having duration, and

having timbre. However, these are not physical quantities belonging to the notes

themselves. They are qualitative properties belonging to the notes’ perception. But

even if they are experienced qualitatively, there are ways in which we can measure and

quantify these responses in the brain. Without much thought, an experienced listener

can judge when one note is perceived to be lower or louder or longer than another. The

ability to order notes by pitch, loudness, and duration speaks to the fact that though

these properties have a subjective quality, they also have a quantitative aspect, describable

mathematically even if our brains do not gives us access to the raw numbers.

The ability to order notes by a perceptual property, however, does not apply to

timbre. This is because only one-dimensional quantities can be ordered and timbre is not a

one-dimensional property. But even as a multi-dimensional attribute, timbre is ill-defined.

Timbre is often said to be that about a note, which all other things being equal, allows

one to distinguish between two musical instruments, such as a trombone and a clarinet.

But this is a description rather than a definition. In a sense, timbre is the unconscious
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aggregation of multiple simultaneous perceptions about the source characteristics of a

note. But how these perceptions manifest themselves in a singular representation is not

entirely clear.

A composer does not have to fully understand the psychology of timbre to use timbre.

All composers use timbre because they compose for musical instruments, and musical

instruments invoke timbre. But using timbre is not necessarily the same thing as utilizing

timbre. The decision made by a composer that has the greatest effect on a composition’s

timbre is likely to be the choice of instrument itself. This is historically fairly limited

because a composer has to consider how widespread an instrument is if he wants to ensure

that his piece can be performed. Instruments require a great investment of time to be

learned, thus limiting the number of instruments that can be widespread.

Some measure of timbral diversity can be achieved simply by switching between

musical instruments in a composition. Within the same instrument, additional manipulation

of timbre is also possible because instruments typically possess flexibility in their sound

production. But pitch manipulation is much more accessible to composers and musicians.

A typical orchestral instrument’s range of pitches might cover a third of the typical range

utilized in all of music, while its timbral range covers such a small fraction it can hardly be

quantified.

Because timbre manipulation is not as accessible to composers, it is not specified

on anywhere near the same level as pitch. Some of the primary ways in which timbre

manipulation is communicated via notation are through the use of markings indicating

style and articulation. Still more manipulation can be suggested by notating natural

harmonics in place of typical notes. Precise control over sound production, however, is

rarely notated by composers. Often, a number of choices that directly affect how the

timbre of a note is perceived are left up to the performer.

A number of the technological and logistical restrictions on timbre production and

specification, however, are historical in nature. In modern times, the opportunities for
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a composer to exert control over timbre are much greater. Digital recording technology

removes most barriers to a composer’s work being heard. Therefore, composers can be

more diverse in their selection of musical instruments—and thus, timbres—for which to

write. As Risset and Mathews note, the computer is potentially any musical instrument.

Playing it is greatly aided by programs that abstract many of the low-level details of

sound production away and replace them with intuitive interfaces. Unlike the interfaces

of traditional instruments, relying on the physics of resonance in a column of air or on a

string, these interfaces can take any form. Thus the barrier to becoming a digital virtuoso

is much lower than for traditional musical instruments.

Even with advances in digital sound synthesis and reproduction, however, timbre

remains a quality of music that is not consciously directed on anywhere near the same

level as pitch or loudness. Perhaps this is due to the fact that timbre itself is still not

perfectly understood.

The study of timbre has been intimately related to the study of harmonics, and in

this sense it can be traced at least as far back as the 17th century, when Marin Mersenne

reported hearing individual harmonics and observed that a string is capable of vibrating

at harmonic frequencies simultaneously [2]. In the 19th century, larger questions about

auditory perception were posed and debated. In 1843, Georg Simon Ohm proposed that

the ear decomposes a periodic waveform into its constituent harmonics [3]. In the same

decade, August Seebeck argued that harmonics contribute to our sensation of pitch at the

fundamental frequency and that the proportions of harmonics in a sound must impart

timbre [3]. In 1863, Hermann von Helmholtz published his ground-breaking work On

the Sensations of Tone as a Physiological Basis for the Theory of Music, applying his

experimental acumen and knowledge of physics to questions of auditory and, in particular,

musical perception.

Despite the foundation laid by Helmholtz, the subjective nature of timbre and its

complex correspondence with acoustics remained barriers to a full theory of timbre. It
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was not until 1940 that timbre began to be described explicitly as a multi-dimensional

phenomenon. Modern study of timbre began in earnest in the 1970’s following the

maturation of multi-dimensional scaling (MDS) techniques. These techniques allowed

the multi-dimensional nature of timbre to be studied directly in a spatial representation.

Studies of this nature have concluded repeatedly that brightness and spectral flux are

overwhelming contributors to our sense of timbral difference between notes. However,

the studies themselves were not successful in illuminating timbre at a fundamental level,

nor are they applicable to the subsequent generation of new sounds from the spatial

representation.

One major barrier currently to timbre manipulation in a perceptual framework such

as a timbre space is the lack of an explicit temporal component, so that synthesized

timbres can be made of arbitrary lengths and evolve in response to changing stimuli. To

this end, we propose a new timbre space and isolate instantaneous aspects of timbre from

dynamic aspects of timbre. We assert that such a dichotomy exists in visual perception

and argue that studying instantaneous and dynamic aspects of timbre simultaneously, as

has been done in previous timbre space studies, muddles the understanding of both.

Isolated from dynamic aspects, we can explicitly investigate the multi-dimensional

nature of instantaneous timbre alone. Drawing on a number of MDS techniques, we can

ask if a clear orthogonal representation exists, what the meaning of its axes are, and

perhaps even investigate multiple coherent orthogonal, or perhaps even non-orthogonal,

representations of the same space of instantaneous timbre.

All of this is meant to serve the larger goal of achieving unrestricted timbre

manipulation in music composition. Though implementation of synthesis for such a system

may be possible by skirting the nature of timbre altogether, we argue that achieving

precise control over an inherently perceptual phenomenon is done most effectively with

perception as a primary focus. Though physics may drive musical production, perception

is the only thing that matters. Though no universal representation may exist, explicitly
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dealing with perception offers, in theory, the most compact and intuitive representation

possible.

Additionally, the benefits of an orthogonal perceptual representation are precision

and clarity. Suppose a unique perceptual representation of timbre could be identified.

Methods that bypass perception create their own representation that is not guaranteed

to map to the mental representation of timbre in a one-to-one manner. If elements of

the representation relate to mental timbre as many-to-one, they are inefficient, including

redundancy or distinctions with no bearing on perception. In the worst case, these lead

to contradiction, with multiple elements of the representation trying to exert control over

the same element of perception. If elements of the representation are in a one-to-many

relationship with timbre, they are ambiguous and the representation is lossy. Thus a

one-to-one mapping with the perception of timbre, referred to here as a perception-centric

approach, is essential to a compact, consistent, non-lossy, and precise representation of

timbre. This may not be possible if humans differ greatly in their timbral perceptions, but

it may be possible to achieve optimally on average.

This work potentially represents a step forward in both our understanding of timbre

and our implementation of a system for its unrestricted utilization. But it is not without

its limitations. In developing the first instantaneous space of timbre, we have had to

simplify some of our experiments to first demonstrate their possible utility, since the

experimental procedure used in this work is relatively time-consuming. As a result,

though we believe there are no inherent limitations on our experimental procedure, the

data set used in this work to learn the spatial representation does not cover the entire

range of instantaneous timbres. This limits us to studying only those properties that

can be gleaned directly from our data set. A few properties with some potential impact

on perception that could have been studied, such as the phases of harmonics, were also

omitted due to their uncertainty in a small data set. With phase in particular, there exists

no theory in the literature on how it might impact the perception specifically of pitched
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sounds with stationary properties, which are the only sounds used in the experiment in

this work. Therefore, no domain knowledge could be brought in to aid in its analysis for a

small data set. Despite these limitations, we believe there is much to be learned from our

work.

In Chapter 2, we review in detail the literature on timbre study, giving particular

attention to work towards multi-dimensional spatial representations. In Chapter 3,

we introduce our theory of timbre, which isolates instantaneous aspects from those

that have a temporal component. We outline our experimental procedure for learning

and interpreting a space of instantaneous timbre. In Chapter 4, we demonstrate our

results, including a set of common perceptual axes and their objective and subjective

interpretations. In Chapter 5, we analyze the results in more detail and place them in

their proper context within the larger field of timbre study and our goal of implementing

a system for unrestricted timbre manipulation. We also outline future directions for our

work, detailing how to overcome the limitations artificially imposed by our experimental

procedure and move even closer to achieving our primary goals.

Contributions of this work include an improved experimental procedure for the

study of perceptual spaces, theoretical contributions to the study of timbre, a new timbre

space suitable for synthesis, a new periodic waveform analysis technique, and a detailed

blueprint for the implementation of a system for timbre manipulation in composition.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW

In this work, we propose a new framework for achieving unrestricted timbre

manipulation in musical composition. Achieving this goal requires knowledge in a number

of areas including psychoacoustics, signal processing, and machine learning. As the set

of knowledge required is rather diverse, very few comprehensive frameworks have been

proposed for synthesizing arbitrary timbres from a perceptual description, particularly

in musical composition. Although, a number of papers have addressed portions of such a

framework in depth. We review these here.

In Section 2.1, we outline the history of formal timbre study, beginning with

Seebeck and Helmholtz in the 19th century, and progressing up to analyses involving

sophisticated machine learning techniques into the present day. In Section 2.2, we review

multi-dimensional scaling (MDS) techniques in depth, as these have formed the basis for

timbre study for more than the last 40 years. In Section 2.3, we introduce the concept of

the timbre space, the primary result of the application of MDS techniques to formal timbre

study. In Section 2.3.2, we detail some of the limitations of prior studies involving timbre

space, which we attempt to improve upon in this work. In Section 2.4, we introduce

ranking methods, the use of which allows us to generalize key aspects of timbre space

production and expand the potential approaches used. In Section 2.5.1, we look at general

models of musical sound synthesis, focusing on additive synthesis methods, which are

theoretically general enough to synthesize any sound. Finally, in Section 2.5.2, we address

approaches to the problem of interface, which is a key issue for any system for timbre

manipulation in composition to actually be implemented.

2.1 Timbre

The first known theory on the physical basis of timbre perception was arguably

proposed by August Seebeck in 1844. Among a dispute with Georg Ohm over pitch

perception, Seebeck proposed that the higher harmonics of a fundamental frequency,
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rather than themselves be considered distinct tones, must reinforce the perceived pitch of

the fundamental tone and determine its timbre [3]. But Seebeck did little to further the

idea. This is likely why it is often credited to Hermann von Helmholtz, who in his 1863

work defended Ohm’s notion of pitch perception and augmented it with a highly-developed

theory of how harmonics arise and contribute to timbre [4]. Through his incredible

experimental acumen, it was Helmholtz, not Seebeck, who laid the foundation for our

understanding of timbre. Much has been done to further explicate it since. Yet our

understanding of timbre still seems to be rather incomplete.

Timbre is described by musicians using words such as bright, hollow, rich, dark,

mellow, metallic, and warm. It is what gives us the ability to distinguish the same

note played on a trumpet from one on a clarinet, or a piano from a violin. No matter

its physical basis, timbre is fundamentally a perceptual property. The four principal

perceptual properties of a note are considered to be pitch, loudness, duration, and

timbre, with timbre encompassing all which is unclaimed by the first three [5]. Under the

proposition by Seebeck that the relative intensities of the harmonics are what determine

timbre, it is tempting to theorize that the four perceptual properties of a note have direct

analogues in the four physical properties of fundamental frequency, amplitude, length,

and overtone series. In 1934, Harvey Fletcher showed that the relationship between these

properties is not one-to-one, however, and in fact, the perceived timbre of a note is a

function of fundamental frequency, amplitude, and overtone series [6].

Helmholtz himself recognized that our basis for the identification of musical

instruments has additional qualities not captured strictly by the relative intensities of

partials, including transient behavior at the onset of a note. But he sought to focus on

just those stationary properties that are primarily captured by the relative intensities

of partials, what he termed musical quality, and in this regard he was particularly

insightful. He described the relationship between several verbal timbre descriptions and

their corresponding distributions of energy among the various harmonics. He considered
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how some instruments produce formants, much like the vocal tract in the production of

vowels, and pondered the contribution to musical quality. He even noted that the first

six harmonics of a note form a major chord and indicated how the presence of a strong

seventh harmonic could contribute to a dissonant musical quality. Helmholtz notably was

also the first to demonstrate experimentally that phase has no noticeable effect on musical

quality, although some researchers have observed phase effects for timbre in general [7].

It should be noted that Helmholtz was sure to point out that his lack of evidence

that phase affected musical quality did not imply that phase has no bearing on other

aspects of timbre. In fact, he mentioned that theoretical considerations led him to

hypothesize that phase almost certainly has an effect on aspects of timbre other than

musical quality. Plomp and Steeneken note that Helmholtz’s conclusions about phase

are often misunderstood [7]. Based on this and other considerations, it is reasonable to

conclude that a number of researchers have overlooked the distinction Helmholtz made

between musical quality and other aspects of timbre. This is a point to which we return

later in this section.

Many connections have been made between physical properties of notes and their

perceptual effects. Shepard refers to this as the psychoacoustic approach to the study

of timbre [8]. For instance, in 1962, Fletcher et al. reported their findings that the key

feature in determining the warmth of piano tones was the inharmonicity of the partials

[9]. Discovering how sound can be manipulated physically to produce perceptual effects is

an important aspect of timbre research. But it still does not quite explain the perceptual

nature of timbre itself. Shepard refers to the study of the inherent relationships between

perceived stimuli independent of their relationship to physical parameters as the cognitive

psychological approach to timbre study.

In determining the full perceptual basis of timbre, it is insightful to draw an analogy

with color perception in vision. Helmholtz notes that at least as early as 1686, it was

known that all colors can be shown to be a combination of three fundamental colors.
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While Helmholtz drew an analogy between color decomposition and harmonic, or

frequency, decomposition, it is just as easy to draw an analogy between color and tone

color, which is a term often used in place of timbre. That all colors can be decomposed

into three fundamental colors implies that there are three orthogonal dimensions of color

perception. In other words, colors cannot be ordered or organized spatially in a manner

consistent with our perceptions of similarity without a space of at least three dimensions.

Don Lewis and M. J. Larsen were the first, in 1940, to explicitly refer to timbre as a

multi-dimensional phenomenon [10]. This is in contrast to pitch, loudness, and duration,

which can all be expressed as one-dimensional (although there may be reason to consider

a more general notion of pitch to be multi-dimensional [8], but with an easily identifiable

one-dimensional projection that we normally refer to as pitch). Notes can be ordered by

their pitch or their loudness, but not by their timbre.

In 1890, Stumpf enumerated over 20 verbal axes of timbre such as smooth versus

rough, and wide versus narrow [11]. However, this enumeration does not make it clear

how many orthogonal axes of timbre there are, nor how their relative strengths might be

perceived in our perception of dissimilarity between different timbres. A breakthrough

came with the maturation of multi-dimensional scaling (MDS) techniques in the 1960s

[12–16]. These techniques allowed perceptual judgments about the dissimilarity between

objects to be aggregated and fitted to a spatial representation that best explained the

judgments. In other words, experiments about perceived timbre differences between pairs

of sounds could be used to determine orthogonal dimensions of perceptual timbre. These

experiments are covered in detail in Section 2.3. A review of MDS techniques is covered in

Section 2.2.

The main problem with these experiments for fully explaining timbre perception is

that they do not distinguish between fundamental and compound aspects of timbre. It

has been demonstrated by numerous researchers that dynamic, or compound, attributes of

sound contribute greatly to our overall perception of timbre and identification of musical
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instruments. But in my opinion, Helmholtz was astute in recognizing the need for a

simple term (his musical quality) to describe the most fundamental aspects of timbre

perception. Unfortunately it appears as if numerous researchers have misrepresented

Helmholtz’s theory of timbre as oversimplified, as if Helmholtz intended for his theory to

be a comprehensive description of timbre. Kai Siedenburg and Christoph Reuter discuss

as recently as 2012 how the composer Iannis Xenakis exposed the “insufficiencies” of

Helmholtz’s theory with his 1956 composition Pithopratka [17].

On the contrary, it seems more likely that Helmholtz only intended to explicate

the most fundamental aspect of timbre, what today might be referred to by some as

tone color. Unfortunately, there is no precise dichotomy between fundamental and

compound aspects of timbre in the present vocabulary, such that tone color only refers

to this fundamental concept. To clarify this, we propose a new term that is free of any

ambiguity and which captures the essence of the most fundamental aspects of tone color:

instantaneous timbre. We mention it here briefly but expound on it more in Chapter 3.

All those aspects of timbre that are most fundamental can be described as instantaneous

properties, or described as a quantity at a single point in time. This is similar to how, in

color perception, those aspects of color which are most fundamental can be studied all

within a single pixel. Furthermore, to study color perception at a fundamental level, it

could be confounding to study the dissimilarity between objects with compound color

properties, such as a shiny blue ball and a matte red block. The degree to which an object

is matte is a compound property of color perception, dependent on the relationships

between colors over an area. Likewise, studying notes with non-stationary properties

muddles the difference between instantaneous timbre and temporal, or dynamic, timbre.

Much of the methods I set out in Chapter 3 will be motivated by the desire to study

instantaneous timbre, which will form the basis for a fundamental space of timbre on top

of which composite timbre objects can be built.
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2.2 Multi-Dimensional Scaling (MDS)

Multi-dimensional scaling (MDS) has played a major role in timbre research since

1970. Before addressing timbre spaces in more detail, it seems prudent to discuss the

preceding parallel development of the MDS methods that underlie their estimation.

The origins of modern MDS can be found in a paper from Young and Householder

[18] from 1938. They showed that a configuration of points in an N -dimensional space

could be reconstructed given just the set of mutual distances between them. They also

showed the necessary conditions for a given set of supposed mutual distances to actually

correspond to a configuration of points in Euclidean space, and how to determine the

minimum dimensionality of the space.

A configuration of points is defined to be invariant to rigid motion transformations.

These are translation, rotation, and reflection. Thus an infinite number of sets of points

correspond to the same configuration. Since only a configuration of points can be

recovered given their mutual distances, the absolute coordinates of the original points

are lost when represented only with their mutual distances. However, their relative

coordinates are preserved, which is essentially what Young and Householder showed.

A fourth kind of transformation, scaling, which multiplies all of the points by a fixed

number, does not preserve the distances between the points but does preserve the ratio

of the distances between the points. If only preserving the ratios is important, then a

configuration of points could be defined to be invariant to four kinds of transformations.

Today, the term multi-dimensional scaling refers to any method that tries to find

coordinates for points in an N -dimensional space that best preserve a set of mutual

dissimilarity values between them. Points can represent any set of objects such as words,

faces, colors, or foods. Dissimilarity values are usually thought of as measures of distance

but they can also be measures of correlation or even just association. Much of the promise

of MDS is that once points are placed into a space, the space itself can be analyzed to

determine the underlying causes of the original dissimilarity values. In this way, a purely
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mathematical analysis can lead to an analysis that explains what factors contribute to the

dissimilarities between the points or objects in the first place.

In psychology, MDS is commonly used to estimate the dimensions of a perceptual

space, such as the mental representation of human faces. There are several methods used

to estimate dissimilarity values between a set of objects. In the most straightforward case,

subjects are asked to numerically rate the similarity or dissimilarity between each pair

of objects in a set. In this case, the subjects quantify the dissimilarity directly. However,

the act of consciously quantifying what is normally a qualitative perception could lead to

inconsistencies in the values provided by an individual subject.

This inconsistency can be mitigated by the use of paired comparisons. Rather

than rating the objects on an unfamiliar scale that can vary over time, objects are

merely compared with each other. If there are N objects, there are N(N − 1)/2 possible

comparisons. When the information is strictly which object is greater, without taking

into consideration by how much, each comparison is a binary comparison. The set of

comparisons can then be analyzed to determine a ranking or rating of the stimuli. A

ranking is an evenly-spaced rating, so it contains no information on uncertainty in the

rankings, whereas the numbers in a rating can have any relationship. Objects that are

rated extremely close together have a lot of uncertainty in their order in the ranking.

Research into perceptual spaces does not rank stimuli, but rather the pairwise

distances between all stimuli. Since there are N(N − 1)/2 pairs given N objects, the

number of comparisons between pairs is on the order of N4. One method that has been

used to compare and rank a set of distances is the method of triads [19]. In this method,

objects are presented in sets of three and the subject is asked to determine which two

objects are the most similar and which two are the most dissimilar. Among a set of three

objects, there are
(
3
2

)
= 3 ways to pick two objects from the set, and these three pairs

are ordered from most similar to least similar. Quantitative dissimilarity values are then

derived from the entire set of pairwise comparisons by summing the number of times a
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pair was judged more similar than another pair. However, this covers only a portion of

the total number of possible comparisons between all pairs of pairs, and the proportion

it covers grows smaller as the number of objects increases. Furthermore, the simple

summation of favorable judgments is imprecise, and even when all of the comparisons obey

transitivity, ties naturally arise between different pairs. For these reasons, we consider the

use of more general ranking methods, covered in Section 2.4.

2.2.1 Euclidean or Metric MDS

Young and Householder’s method to estimate the coordinates of points in a space

is an exact procedure that works for distances that can be shown to correspond to an

actual configuration of points in Euclidean space—sometimes called infallible data.

Dissimilarity values derived from psychological experiments hardly fit this description.

Even with distance values that are essentially Euclidean, noise or other slight errors can

cause a set of distances to not correspond exactly to any configuration of points. In 1952,

Torgerson published an extension to Young and Householder’s method that could be

used with fallible data [12]. In this case, a configuration is found that minimizes the error

between the input set of distances and the distances between the points in the output

configuration.

Even allowing for noisy data, however, Torgerson’s method still assumes dissimilarities

that are essentially Euclidean. A problem arises when the dissimilarities are instead a

function of Euclidean distances, like those estimated from psychological experiments.

One way to deal with this problem is to first convert the dissimilarities into Euclidean

distances, usually by assuming the form of the function that relates the two quantities.

Torgerson outlined two typical scenarios when dissimilarity values are non-Euclidean and

proposed methods to try to convert them into Euclidean distances. This works as long as

the function required to convert a set of similarities into a set of Euclidean distances is

known or can be determined. But as Shepard [13] pointed out, the form of the function
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cannot be assumed in general. Since in many situations of interest dissimilarity values are

non-Euclidean, this poses a major problem.

2.2.2 Non-Metric MDS

No matter what the form of the unknown function is to convert from dissimilarity

to Euclidean distance, though, the function ought to be monotonic. This means that

the order, or rank, of the dissimilarity values is preserved when they are converted to

Euclidean distances. Shepard, therefore, proposed to use monotonicity as the optimality

criterion. In other words, the set of points that is to be found in some space of minimal

dimensionality is the one that best preserves the order of the distances, rather than

the distances themselves. According to Shepard it is “a surprising outcome that the

two conditions of monotonicity and minimum dimensionality (which seem nonmetric or

qualitative in nature) are generally sufficient to lead to a unique and quantitative solution”

[13]. In fact, Shepard’s method even estimates the unknown monotonic function. Because

Shepard’s method only relies on the ranking of the dissimilarities, it was the first method

that could be used directly on any set of dissimilarity values without knowing anything

about how they were derived.

Shepard’s method is outlined as follows. Let us assume there are N objects and thus

N(N − 1)/2 dissimilarity values, {δij}, between all unique pairs of objects. First, create an

initial configuration of N points in (N − 1)-dimensional space. Shepard suggests starting

with a configuration such that each point is equidistant from all other points (this is

straightforward to create for any N). Rank the set of distances, {dij}, between each pair

of points and compare to the ranking of the dissimilarities. Suppose the rankings are in

ascending order of distance. A pair of points whose ranking is too high (are too similar)

compared to their target ranking should be moved away from each other. A pair of points

whose ranking is too low (are too dissimilar) should be moved toward each other. The

amount by which to adjust a pair of points is proportional to the difference between their

actual distance rank and their target dissimilarity rank. Thus each point is acted on by
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“N − 1 forces that are tending to pull that point towards those other points that are too

distant and away from those points that are too close.” After the points are adjusted, the

ranking comparison is performed again and the procedure is iterated.

As Shepard points out, for any ranking of distances between N points, a configuration

of points can always be found in (N − 1)-dimensional space that conforms to these

rankings. But this configuration may have little utility since the dimensionality is

on the same order as the number of points. To induce the points to settle into a

lower-dimensional space, Shepard performs another adjustment, a monotonic warping,

during each iteration. He takes points that are close together and brings them even closer

together, and pushes points that are far apart even farther apart. This is analogous to

taking points that lie on a semi-circle in two dimensions and gradually stretching the

semi-circle into a line, which is one-dimensional.

After convergence, even though the points may lie in a lower-dimensional space, they

are still represented using (N − 1) coordinates. Therefore, principal components analysis

(PCA) is performed to find the lower-dimensional subspace that the points have settled

into. PCA identifies orthogonal axes that sequentially account for the most variance in the

data. The first axis represents the direction in which the data has the most variance. The

second axis represents the direction, orthogonal to the first, which has the most remaining

variance, and so on. When nearly all of the variance in the data is accounted for, the rest

of the axes may be discarded. This yields a lower-dimensional representation that still

accounts for nearly all of the variance, or spatial extent, in the data.

It might seem as though only constraining the MDS solution to have the same

ranking of dissimilarities could lead to too wide a range of potential solution configurations.

However, each unique pair of points represents a dissimilarity value and each unique pair

of dissimilarity values represents an inequality constraint on the solution. The number of

unique pairs of a set is O(N2) so the number of inequality constraints, which is unique

pairs of pairs, is O(N4). In other words, it grows rapidly as the number of points grows.
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Therefore, as the number of points significantly exceeds the number of true dimensions,

the seemingly weak constraint of monotonicity becomes much stronger and leads to an

essentially unique solution.

Shepard’s method is intuitive and effective but perhaps lacks a more formal

justification. Kruskal [15] made it his goal to improve and formalize Shepard’s methods.

Kruskal noted that “it does not appear possible to describe [Shepard’s] procedure as one

which minimizes some particular measurement of nonmonotonicity.” To remedy this,

Kruskal proposed a measure of non-monotonicity, a sum-of-squares error he called the

stress, given by Equation 2–1,

S =

√√√√∑i<j(dij − d̂ij)2∑
i<j d

2
ij

. (2–1)

The stress measures the smallest total amount by which the set of pairwise distances

between points in a configuration, {dij}, would have to be adjusted for them to match the

order of the corresponding dissimilarities. Subsequently, to calculate the stress we have to

calculate the nearest monotonically non-decreasing set of distance values {d̂ij} to the set

{dij}. This is called isotonic regression, or monotone regression, as Kruskal refers to it. A

companion paper [16] details the method for performing such a regression.

Kruskal’s method to find the configuration of points that minimizes the stress is

iterative just like Shepard’s, but how pairs of points are adjusted has a key difference.

Shepard adjusts pairs of points if their distance rank is too high or low, and the amount

of adjustment is proportional to the discrepancy in rank. Kruskal, instead, adjusts pairs

of points if their distance value is higher or lower than their isotonically regressed distance

value, and the amount of adjustment is proportional to this discrepancy. This means that

a pair of points is still adjusted if it has the wrong ranking, like with Shepard, but it also

means that a pair of points can be adjusted simply if another pair of points on one side

of its current ranking belongs on the opposite side. In other words, pairs of points can be

adjusted even if they technically have the correct ranking, because their adjustment helps
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to order the other incorrectly ranked pairs of points faster. In this sense, Kruskal’s method

may not be radically different but may converge faster. This is one way in which a more

formalized approach led Kruskal to improve upon Shepard’s method.

Additionally, Kruskal does not stretch the points to induce them into a lower-dimensional

space, a method used by Shepard that is reasonable but not principled. Rather, he

suggests running his procedure multiple times with different dimensionalities and

looking at how much the stress of the minimum-stress configuration goes down as the

dimensionality increases. Whenever increasing the dimensionality results in only a

marginal decrease in stress, then the proper dimensionality has been determined.

The answers produced by Shepard’s and Kruskal’s methods are likely to be similar

but not exactly the same. Kruskal’s method can be viewed more easily in terms of

optimizing a precise measure of monotonicity. In fact, although no formal proof is given,

Kruskal even gives a reason to believe his method may produce the maximum-likelihood

configuration of points given just the rank order of their distances. It is with these kinds

of considerations that Kruskal’s method is seen as a clear, if modest, improvement over

Shepard’s.

2.2.3 Weighted Euclidean MDS

While Torgerson’s method is appropriate in a number of contexts, its use in

psychological applications creates an additional problem to the one addressed by Shepard

and Kruskal. That is, whenever multiple subjects are asked to provide dissimilarity

values, the values rarely exhibit perfect agreement. The question then becomes, how best

should one combine the conflicting information from multiple subjects? Horan [20], in

describing the problem and how best to approach it, used the terms common attribute

space and individual perceptual space. An attribute space, which is independent of any

individual subject, is a space of all the dimensions, or attributes, that contribute to

dissimilarity judgment of objects in that space. An individual perceptual space is an

individual subject’s own version of the attribute space, where an individual may weight
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some dimensions as more important than others in dissimilarity judgments, or even ignore

some dimensions altogether. More detail on this model is given in Section 3.2.3. The

individual perceptual space is what would result if MDS were applied to a single subject’s

set of dissimilarity judgments. But recovering the attribute space is the likely goal of any

application of MDS in a psychological experiment.

The default approach to combining conflicting information from multiple subjects

might be to average the dissimilarity values from each subject and then perform MDS as

usual. Horan showed that this results in a space that distorts both the attribute space and

the individuals’ perceptual spaces. In 1970, Carroll and Chang [21] proposed an algorithm

called INDSCAL to recover the attribute space and the weights on each dimension that

lead to the individual perceptual spaces of each subject. It is interesting to note that

the weights themselves can be plotted as a subject space to show how different subjects’

dissimilarity judgments cluster.

Normally, MDS produces a configuration of points whose axes are arbitrary, due

to the rotational invariance of the configuration. This hinders the task of attributing

dissimilarity values to underlying causes, a procedure called factor analysis, because all

sets of orthogonal axes must be considered. An interesting outcome of the model used by

Carroll and Chang is that in theory it produces a set of principal axes. As Carroll and

Chang note, “the model is by no means completely general... In particular it does not

allow differential rotation as well as differential weighting of dimensions.” But the model

is likely a good starting point for determining the most meaningful set of axes possible.

This simplifies subsequent analyses that try to determine the underlying causes of the

dissimilarity values. It is interesting to note that the conflicting information provided

by multiple subjects is actually complementary in this framework and provides more

information for choosing the most meaningful orientation of the axes.
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2.2.4 Specificities and Latent Classes

In 1993, Winsberg and De Soete [22] extended the weighted Euclidean model to

incorporate specificities and latent classes, creating an algorithm called CLASCAL.

Specificities were first incorporated into a weighted Euclidean model by Winsberg and

Carroll in 1989, but were in other models prior [23]. A specificity is a property of a

stimulus that contributes to perceived distances between stimuli but is only exhibited by

a single stimulus in the set. Because it is only common to one stimulus, the presence of

specificities in multiple stimuli has the potential to yield a high-dimensional, degenerate

solution or warp a low-dimensional space found for dimensions shared by all stimuli.

Therefore, modeling specificities explicitly can improve the model of the dimensions shared

among all stimuli when the stimuli are complex and highly varied.

On the other hand, the use of specificities adds a number of additional parameters,

thereby increasing the uncertainty in the estimate of each one. Therefore, one has to be

careful to ensure that the use of specificities is reasonable and that there is enough data to

reliably estimate the dimensions common to all stimuli. Latent classes are a simplification

to the weighted Euclidean model where each subject is assumed to belong to one of a

much fewer number of classes, where all subjects in a class weight the dimensions the same

way. When subjects do exhibit a high degree of similarity in their distance judgments,

the addition of latent classes can be seen as a useful way to reduce the total number of

parameters and increase the certainty of each one’s estimated value. On the other hand,

if subjects exhibiting significant differences in their dissimilarity judgments are grouped

together, the latent class model could possibly be a worse fit than one without the use of

latent classes.

2.2.5 Isomap

MDS is useful for identifying lower-dimensional structure embedded in a higher-dimensional

space. Using the pairwise distances computed between all points in the higher-dimensional

space, MDS can attempt to find a lower-dimensional representation that preserves
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these distances. The lower-dimensional space represents the intrinsic degrees of freedom

in the data. Sometimes, though, the observed configuration of data points in the

higher-dimensional space is a non-linear function of the underlying degrees of freedom.

In this case, the distances between points in the high-dimensional space are not Euclidean

with respect to the underlying parameters in the lower-dimensional space. However, if

there are enough points, the distances in the higher-dimensional space are likely to be

locally Euclidean, meaning they would agree with their lower-dimensional counterparts

within a certain small neighborhood around each point. Often, data in this case are said

to lie on a manifold. The shortest curve between points such that the curve stays on the

manifold is referred to as the geodesic distance between the points. The geodesic distance

between points in the higher-dimensional space corresponds to the Euclidean distance

between the points in the lower-dimensional space.

In 2000, Tenenbaum [24] came up with a clever extension of Euclidean MDS to

estimate the lower-dimensional embedding of points in the case of non-linear or manifold

structure. Since the geodesic distances in the higher-dimensional space should correspond

to the Euclidean distance in the lower-dimensional space, MDS can be used to discover

the lower-dimensional structure so long as there is an estimate of the geodesic distances

between all points. Tenenbaum’s algorithm, called Isomap, is a scheme for estimating

the geodesic distances between all points and then using Euclidean MDS to find the

lower-dimensional embedding. To estimate the geodesic distances, a graph structure is

created for the entire configuration of points. Each point is a node in the graph, and

points are connected only to their closest neighbors in the higher-dimensional space. The

edge weight connecting neighboring points is the Euclidean distance between the points,

which locally should be the same in both the higher and lower-dimensional space. Then

an all-pairs shortest path algorithm is computed on the graph, yielding an estimate of the

geodesic distances between all points.
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Since the configuration of data lying on a manifold is locally Euclidean, Isomap is

often referred to as a manifold-learning algorithm, because it can discover the underlying

lower-dimensional structure of such data. The outcome of Isomap clearly depends on the

neighbors chosen to be connected in the corresponding graph, since only neighbors whose

distances are roughly equal in the higher and lower-dimensional representations should be

chosen.

2.3 Timbre Spaces

The idea behind timbre space research is to collect data on the perceived degree of

dissimilarity between all pairs of a set of sounds and use MDS to fit the sounds into a

space, such that the distances between sounds correspond to the reported dissimilarities.

From there, further analysis can be done to uncover the individual dimensions that

contributed to the perceived dissimilarities. Most methods make the assumption that the

space is Euclidean and that the relevant dimensions will be orthogonal. The orientation

of the space is arbitrary in basic MDS methods, which means it is indeterminate in which

directions the principal axes go. Although, by assuming that the same orthogonal axes are

relevant for everyone but that different people will weight different axes differently, more

advanced methods can simultaneously determine the principal axes and the weights each

individual places on them.

Section 2.3.1 outlines the last several decades of research into timbre spaces. This

history has closely followed developments within the MDS community, with each new

MDS model applied to confirm or improve upon the results achieved with the previous

models. Despite the developments within MDS, the paradigm for conducting these

experiments has remained remarkably unchanged since the first applications over 40 years

ago. Section 2.3.2 discusses some of the primary shortcomings of conventional timbre

spaces.
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2.3.1 History of Timbre Spaces

Plomp [19] was the first to apply MDS to timbre, using Kruskal’s algorithm on a

set of dissimilarities derived from triadic comparisons. However, Plomp did not report

much about his MDS findings, only mentioning that it took a three-dimensional solution

to adequately explain the dissimilarities. Instead he was interested in the role of the

amplitude pattern of the harmonics in determining timbre. His stimuli were the steady

state portions of notes of the same pitch played on different instruments. For the same set

of stimuli used to get the dissimilarities, he calculated a simple distance measure based

on the difference in amplitude pattern of the harmonics. Comparing the set of perceptual

dissimilarities with the calculated distances, he found a correlation value between 0.81 and

0.86. From this he concluded that the timbre of steady state tones was mostly determined

by the amplitude pattern of the harmonics.

Wedin [25] was the first to report the spatial results of applying MDS to study

timbre. His stimuli were notes from nine musical instruments, all playing the same pitch

and approximately equal in loudness and duration. He presented stimuli in pairs and

asked subjects to rate the similarity between the two stimuli on a scale of 1 to 10. Using

MDS, he found a three-dimensional solution that accounted for 76% of the total variance.

Each stimulus tended to fall predominantly along some dimension. Wedin explained the

dimensions in terms of the different spectral envelopes of the stimuli, with each dimension

having a characteristic spectral envelope.

Miller [26] was the first to apply MDS to study timbre using synthetic stimuli, and

the first to do so using Carroll and Chang’s INDSCAL algorithm [21]. The synthetic

stimuli were designed to roughly resemble actual musical instruments (though not to the

degree that they would be confused for the real thing) using a few parameters that were

systematically varied. For each possible pair of stimuli, subjects were asked to quantify

the dissimilarity between the two stimuli on a scale of 1 to 9, with 9 representing the

most dissimilar. In the first run of the experiment, fundamental frequency was included
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as a parameter that was varied to create the stimuli. Interestingly, this led to reported

dissimilarities that were overwhelmingly dependent on the difference in fundamental

frequency. This indicated to Miller that he needed the stimuli to all have the same

fundamental frequency so that timbre-related differences could emerge. In the second

run of the experiment, three timbre-related parameters were varied to create the stimuli.

Unlike general MDS algorithms, INDSCAL produces a set of principal axes that are fit by

assuming each subject weights the axes differently in their personal timbre space. In this

case the number of harmonics included, which is related to brightness, was found to be the

most salient of the three parameters, followed by envelope type, and lastly, rate of onset of

the harmonics.

The study by Grey [27] is perhaps the most well-known. He analyzed notes from 16

different instruments and created synthetic reproductions where he could precisely control

the underlying parameters. He equalized these for pitch, loudness, and duration. This

equalization was considered to be necessary to isolate just those attributes corresponding

to timbre, and would prove to be very influential in the studies that followed. Grey asked

listeners to numerically rate the similarity between pairs of synthetic notes. Like Miller, he

used INDSCAL to find the spatial embedding of the sounds and found a three-dimensional

solution for the space of timbre.

McAdams et al. [28] conducted a timbre space study in 1995 with an extended

version of the CLASCAL model. CLASCAL differs from INDSCAL by the addition of

specificities and latent classes. Modeling specificities adds more parameters to the model

to account for timbre factors that may be present in only a single stimulus, which in

theory should prevent the spatial solution from being distorted by these factors. On

the other hand, assuming latent classes for the subjects is essentially a way to remove

parameters from the model to keep it from being impractical to fit. This study used 18

different synthetically-generated notes and maintained the convention of equalizing for

pitch, loudness, and duration. Subjects were asked to use a 9-point rating scale to rate
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the differences between different sounds. The best fit to the data found by the study

was a six-dimensional solution with no specificities, but the researchers found it difficult

to interpret the axes physically. The study also found a good solution that did include

specificities with three primary dimensions. The first two dimensions of this solution

strongly correlated with the physical properties of log-attack time and spectral centroid,

respectively. The third dimension was not as easily interpretable, but found to largely

depend on spectral flux. Lakatos [29] expanded the use of CLASCAL in 2000 to a mix of

notes from percussive and non-percussive instruments, and found a low-dimensional space

highly-correlated with spectral centroid and attack time in the first two dimensions.

One final study worth noting is that of Burgoyne and McAdams [30] who, in 2008,

combined CLASCAL with Isomap to redo three of the earlier timbre space studies.

Isomap is a manifold-learning technique that emphasizes local structure in determining

the global configuration of a set of points. By emphasizing the local structure, which

presumably can be explained with fewer dimensions, an overall reduction in complexity

can be achieved in the global configuration. Burgoyne and McAdams found that Isomap

collapsed the CLASCAL model into a single dimension for all three prior study stimuli,

though the high-correlated physical feature was not the same in each case. The reduction

in complexity is difficult to interpret in a perceptually meaningful way. Based on this

result, it does not appear as if any benefit is derived from the additional use of Isomap in

these kinds of timbre space studies.

2.3.2 Shortcomings of Timbre Space Research

Research using timbre spaces has yielded some insight into features that play a role

in our perception and categorization of sound at the highest level. In general, perceptual

spaces seem like a coherent idea with much promise for linking physical phenomena to our

internal representation and perceptions. But the true explanatory and generative capacity

of timbre spaces has been limited by a number of shortcomings with the prior research

into them up to this point.
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First of all, every major study since Miller in 1975 has been done using stimuli

all with the same pitch. The idea that to study timbre in isolation, one must equalize

the other perceptual dimensions of pitch, loudness, and duration seems to have been

popularized by Grey [27]. Miller before him found that differences in fundamental

frequency dominated his reported results, so he equalized for pitch [26]. One problem

with this is the idea that pitch and timbre are truly independent, an assumption that

Krumhansl has called into question [31]. By equalizing for pitch, one removes even the

possibility that significant dimensions of timbre are dependent on fundamental frequency,

which is counter to the findings of Fletcher [6]. Equalizing for pitch eliminates some of the

potential for observing timbre differences related to formants. Furthermore, it has been

suggested, for instance, that the clarinet possesses enough difference in timbre across its

entire range of notes as to functionally be considered three separate instruments. While

Grey perhaps did not intend for entire instruments to be represented with a single point

in timbre space, his results do not adequately distinguish between the timbre of a clarinet,

which has been demonstrated to be an incoherent concept, and the timbre of a clarinet

played at a certain pitch (and possibly with other playing characteristics).

An additional problem with timbre space studies has been the use of a small number

of discrete points on a scale to numerically describe the perceived difference between

different sounds. Such a scale is unfamiliar to subjects prior to the study, so its use is

subject to inconsistency over time. Furthermore, when Miller observed that differences in

fundamental frequency overwhelmed the reported differences in timbre, it may have been

due in part to the fact that he was using only a 9-point rating scale, which is essentially

the same scale used in every timbre space study. A more consistent method with greater

resolution would be the use of binary comparisons and a subsequent ranking algorithm,

which can then be used with non-metric MDS. Wessel [32] in 1979 appears to consider the

use of binary comparisons and instead chooses a rating scale like Miller because collecting

an entire set of binary comparisons is tedious. No papers on timbre space appear to
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consider a general ranking framework that can uncover the perceived difference amounts

from only a fraction of the full set of binary comparisons. More consideration is given to

the use of a ranking method in Section 2.4 and Chapter 3.

A third major shortcoming is the use of single points to represent sounds of arbitrary

length. This makes learning the space more difficult and makes synthesis impractical. The

sounds could be constrained to all be the same length, but then this severely limits the

possible sounds that can be generated. Additionally, since specifying a sound would mean

choosing a point in the space, entire sounds would have to be specified in advance. This

would place a severe restriction on the flexibility of the system and its ability to synthesize

sounds that evolve in real-time.

In some contexts, it may be appropriate to represent complex phenomena with single

points, such as faces. Faces are usually considered to be invariant to scaling, and can

all be normalized to the same size. But sound inherently is not. Timing and length are

very important to how sound is perceived, which is even evidenced by the importance of

attack time found in the perception of sounds in previous timbre space studies. Taken

to the extreme, we could try to represent entire songs as isolated points in some very

high-dimensional space. But this would make it extremely difficult to conceive of new

songs. If nothing else, a static representation of notes as single points seems like it limits

creativity, as the entire space of possible notes is likely to be vastly uncharted and it is

unclear how to synthesize entirely new timbres without already charting the space from

which they arise. A better representation of timbre space would be one where time is an

explicit parameter. In this representation, instantaneous timbre properties are encoded in

the space, and notes are represented as trajectories through the space. Representing notes

as trajectories in a space has been proposed before but not with perceptual features, and

it is the representation we adopt in this work.

A final shortcoming of timbre space research thus far is the low-dimensional solutions

that have been proposed. That timbre, widely known to depend on a number of spectral
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and temporal features, could be adequately described with three dimensions or less,

is a very surprising result. Ethington and Punch [33] have said that three dimensions

are clearly inadequate, but agree that they are a good starting place. Most studies find

that spectral centroid and attack time can explain the reported differences found in

the first two dimensions of timbre space. But a third dimension is consistently found

to elude simple explanation, sometimes being associated with an imprecise feature

such as spectral flux. Caclin et al. [34] provide a good overview of the various features

that have sometimes been found to correlate with timbre space dimensions. That the

third dimension is always difficult to explain ought to indicate that a three-dimensional

representation is not sufficient.

Interestingly, Shepard found in one study [8] involving MDS and dissimilarity

ratings from subjects that pitch requires a five-dimensional space to adequately represent

perceived distances between different pitches. Only McAdams in 1995 even suggested

a timbre space of at least five dimensions, though not much attention was given to its

analysis. Given all of the discussion of timbre as a highly-complex perceptual attribute,

it would be a very surprising result if pitch were found to be truly a more complex

phenomenon than timbre.

In Chapter 3, we propose methods to address and improve upon all of these

shortcomings. In the next section, we look at ranking methods, which will form the

basis for one of the key ways in which we propose to improve timbre spaces. After that, we

look at current models of dynamic musical sound synthesis, since we would like to be able

to synthesize new notes from their timbre space representations.

2.4 Ranking Methods

Non-metric MDS requires a ranking of the pairwise distances between all points.

One possible way to acquire these for a timbre space application is to ask listeners to

numerically rate the dissimilarity between different sounds. But there are a few reasons

why this is not preferable. One of the reasons is that the scale used to numerically rate
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the differences is arbitrary and has not been learned in advance, so judgments could be

subject to large fluctuations from one trial to the next.

To eliminate non-stationarity inaccuracies arising from the use of an arbitrary scale,

one can instead use the method of paired comparisons, coupled with a ranking algorithm.

In general, a paired comparison means asking how two items fit relative to each other on

a scale, rather than asking exactly where a specific item fits on the scale. In this case we

ask listeners to decide whether a pair of sounds is more similar or less similar to each other

than another pair of sounds. This is an even more specific kind of paired comparison, a

binary comparison.

The use of paired comparisons may still be subject to some non-stationarity. For

instance, in a paired comparison where the difference between stimuli is less than the just

noticeable difference, decisions can still be made, but have been observed to change upon

repeated trials [35]. Thurstone noted that inconsistencies in paired comparison judgments

between stimuli that are more similar than the just noticeable difference are indicative of

one way in which the discriminal process is not entirely stationary, but subject to small

fluctuations. One implication of this is that the entire set of paired comparisons generated

by a subject for a set of stimuli cannot be guaranteed to obey transitivity, which means it

could contain unintentional contradictions, particularly as the difference between stimuli

approaches the just noticeable difference. Whether the contradictions are harmful or

helpful, however, may be a matter of context and perspective.

From the set of paired comparisons, the goal is to determine the ranking that

is in best agreement, and approaches to this generally lend themselves to one of two

perspectives. The first set of approaches views the ranking as a predictor of comparison

outcomes [36]. When a stimulus i is ranked higher than another stimulus j, the ranking

predicts that stimulus i will be compared favorably to stimulus j. The second set of

approaches hypothesizes that the stimuli each have an intrinsic value or rating that orders

them, and the paired comparisons are evidence of the true ratings. Whenever a stimulus
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i is compared favorably to a stimulus j, it is evidence that stimulus i has a higher rating

than stimulus j. It should be noted that only a set of relative values can be recovered,

although this is not a concern for typical applications.

From the perspective of the rankings as a predictor of comparison outcomes, the

deviation between predicted comparison outcomes and actual comparison outcomes

measures the error of the ranking. The best ranking is the one that minimizes this error.

The error can be measured using strictly the number of incorrect predictions, in which

case the solution is referred to as the minimum violations ranking, or also take into

consideration the magnitude of the incorrect predictions using the differences in rank.

Note that from this perspective, intransitivity among the paired comparisons is bad, as it

increases the error, or uncertainty, in the ranking.

From the perspective of the objects having an intrinsic value or rating that orders

them, violations of transitivity are not incorrect predictions but simply an expected result

of a comparison process that can be inconsistent when stimuli are near the just noticeable

difference. While violations of transitivity can add uncertainty to rankings, it could be

argued that they are just as much evidence for the true stimulus ratings as non-violations,

as they are evidence of extreme similarity between stimuli. Chartier et al. report that,

as expected, both the Massey and Colley methods applied to a perfectly transitive set of

binary comparisons result in an evenly-spaced set of ratings [37]. In the case of binary

comparisons, only intransitivity can provide evidence of irregularly-spaced ratings.

Many ranking approaches come with limitations on the settings in which they will

work. Two approaches that are capable of operating on an incomplete set of binary

comparisons that we consider are the Colley matrix method [38] and a modified version of

the minimum violations ranking method given by Ali et al. [39].

In general, methods that minimize the number of violations are formulated to operate

on a complete set of binary comparisons. Thompson and Remage showed that for the case

of a complete set of binary comparisons, minimizing the number of violations is justified
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under a maximum likelihood framework [36]. The algorithm proposed by Ali et al., though

formulated to work only on a complete set of binary comparisons, can be adapted for the

case of missing binary comparisons, as we explain in Chapter 3. Still, the solution to the

minimum violations ranking problem is equivalent to the problem of finding the minimum

feedback arc set in a directed graph, which is known to be NP-hard [40]. This severely

limits the problem sizes to which it can be applied.

The Colley matrix method is the least-squares solution to a set of linear equations.

Developed to be applied to college football rankings, it is able to simultaneously determine

a rating for every team that takes into account the ratings of the other teams it has played

against. Colley equates his method to that of Laplace’s method for estimating the location

of a marker’s position on a craps table. Laplace studied the problem given a uniform

random sampling of positions on the table and the number of times a sample is to the

left or to the right of the marker. The most likely location can be deduced using simple

winning percentage, but Laplace also added a Bayesian prior of 0.5 because the best guess

at the start is that the marker is in the middle of the table. In sports, if games with other

teams are like samples, then with a uniform sampling of games by strength of opponent,

winning percentage is the best guess at a team’s strength. But Colley uses Laplace’s prior

and adjusts for strength of schedule, which is an attractive feature that makes the method

more robust when the number of teams greatly exceeds the number of games played by

each team.

One potential problem with Colley’s method is the over-reliance on strength of

schedule. An undefeated team with a weak strength of schedule can have its rating

brought down even when this introduces intransitivity between it and higher-ranked

teams it has beaten. Also, the use of a prior behaves best when teams have all played the

same number of games to overcome the prior, which is true in most sports but cannot

be assumed to be true in general. As a result, it may be that a hybrid approach that
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starts with Colley’s method and then makes iterative adjustments to reduce the number of

violations of transitivity is more desirable in certain contexts.

2.5 Perceptually-Based Musical Sound Synthesis

The timbre space is the core piece of the framework proposed in this work for

achieving unrestricted timbre manipulation. In this section we examine prior work made

directly towards such a framework. In Section 2.5, we review dynamic models of sound

synthesis aimed at representing any conceivable timbre. In Section 2.5.2, we review

proposed methods for interfacing with a perceptually-based synthesis system.

A very limited amount of work has been done on comprehensive frameworks. Wessel

[32] in 1979 was one of the very first to outline how musical sounds with arbitrary timbre

might be synthesized in a perceptual framework. He proposed working with timbre spaces,

performing psychoacoustic analysis on the dimensions to discover their underlying physical

explanations, and treating each dimension as a control parameter for choosing between

different timbres. However, the timbre space used in his work suffers from all of the

problems we mention in Section 2.3.2, which makes it unsuitable for unrestricted timbre

manipulation in composition. Wessel mentions himself that he is only considering a system

capable of producing changes in timbre between different notes, not within a single note.

He gives no mention of how to produce notes of arbitrary length.

Nicol [41] in 2005 proposed a framework for synthesizing sounds with arbitrary timbre

from high-level descriptions of the sounds. He noted that sounds are often consciously

perceived at a level far above the signal level at which versatile synthesis systems

tend to operate, therefore a mapping needs to be made from high-level descriptions to

low-level synthesis. He calls the foundation for his framework a timbre space, but this is

a mischaracterization because his space has no basis in perception, instead being just a

time-frequency representation of sound derived from signal processing (though it should

be noted that a few others have used the term this way, as well). He overcomes some

of the limitations of the typical timbre space paradigm by representing sounds as paths
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and not points in a space. But his framework is not an adequate model of perception,

merely attempting to map from a limited number of high-level perceptual descriptions

to synthesis parameters. Therefore it is not suitable for the level of unrestricted timbre

manipulation that we would like to achieve.

The subproblems common to all comprehensive frameworks are perception, synthesis,

and interface. We give much attention to perception in Section 2.3. In the following

sections, we look at approaches to synthesis and interface in the context of unrestricted

timbre manipulation.

2.5.1 Models of Dynamic Musical Sound Synthesis

There are numerous methods to achieve digital sound synthesis. However, while

capable of exerting some control over timbre, most of these methods are unsuitable

for the unrestricted manipulation of timbre that we hope to achieve. Nicol [41] gives

an overview of various synthesis methods and deems FM synthesis [42] and additive

synthesis the most suitable methods for the creation of arbitrary timbre. The primary

advantage of FM synthesis is the ability to specify rich timbres with a relatively small

number of parameters. However, this is only an advantage from the perspective of

computational requirements. Additive synthesis could easily be specified with a small

number of parameters that abstract common patterns in the underlying parameters, but

with more expressive control. FM synthesis in its basic form is limited in its expressive

ability. A hybrid additive-FM synthesis method could be created to expand the expressive

control of FM synthesis if computational constraints supersede all other considerations.

However, due to their flexibility, intuitive correspondence with what we perceive, and

the continued expansion of computing power available to implement them, additive

synthesis methods seem like a better choice and are much more common in the literature.

Therefore, we primarily focus on models of arbitrary timbre synthesis that use additive

synthesis methods.
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Every timbre space study performed so far has represented entire sounds as single

points in a space, which is not suitable for generating arbitrary sounds, particularly of

arbitrary length, without a prohibitively high number of training sounds. Furthermore,

it is not clear how truly novel sounds would be generated, since the representation is

not flexible enough for the underlying dimensions to be combined in new ways. A better

representation with regards to synthesis would be something like a phase space [43].

Imagine a system whose current state is described by a set of parameters. A phase

space represents all of the possible states of the system as points in a multi-dimensional

space with the parameters as axes. The evolution of the system over time is represented

as a trajectory in this space. Nolte [43] gives a very thorough review of the coinage of the

term phase space and the earlier origination of the concepts in the 19th century. In the

case of sounds, the instantaneous properties of a sound can be represented as points in a

phase space, and their evolution over time as a trajectory. This division of instantaneous

and temporal properties makes it possible to specify any sound without modeling a high

number of dimensions. The dimensionality is kept low because the burden is shifted to the

trajectory for capturing a significant portion of the information.

Additive synthesis fits easily within the framework of a phase space with trajectories.

Early work on additive synthesis focused on methods to reduce the amount of data and

processing involved to make it practical to implement in real time [44, 45]. This primarily

involved linearly interpolating between a few explicit landmark parameters. This data

reduction was justified by noting that hardly any perceptual difference could be observed

between the fully-specified version and the piecewise linear version. Later methods have

taken advantage of advances in machine learning to learn compact representations capable

of capturing the range of variation for an entire musical instrument. Burred et al. [46]

chose to model musical instrument sounds as a spectral envelope that evolves over the

course of a note (in other words, over time). With each spectral envelope corresponding

to a point in a low-dimensional space, this is a typical representation as a phase space
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with trajectories. In addition to compactness and representativeness, they cite accuracy

as a design criterion in their compact representation, but treat this as accuracy from a

signal error perspective and do not consider perceptual accuracy. Therefore, they likely

miss out on the data reduction achievable by only considering features that are relevant to

perception.

In this work, we adopt additive synthesis and a phase space representation with

trajectories, but choose to model this primarily from the perspective of perception. By

making perception the primary focal point, the representation should be as compact as

possible, only capturing distinctions that are relevant perceptually.

2.5.2 Interfaces for Timbre Control

In considering an interface for timbre manipulation, the primary goal is intuitive

expression for composition. Real-time performance may be another goal, but usefulness

in composition takes precedence. The goal is for a composer to be able to conceive of

an arbitrary sound in his mind and then be able to express it effectively. This is not

necessarily the same problem as that of performance, where duplication and range of

expression may be more important than creativity.

An effective interface is usually one that over time is not noticed by the user,

easily facilitating the translation from mental idea to physical realization. Timbre is

acknowledged to be a complex phenomenon, which makes the implementation of an

effective interface difficult. However, three primary types of interfaces seem to have

emerged that could potentially facilitate unrestricted timbre manipulation.

The first type of interface is a decomposition of timbre into orthogonal dimensions

that can be controlled directly. Every timbre space study involves learning an orthogonal

representation of timbre perception. Wessel [32] in 1979 proposed that the dimensions of a

timbre space be associated with acoustic parameters and that the dimensions themselves

be control parameters for synthesizing notes with arbitrary timbre. Though his overall

framework is not suitable for achieving unrestricted timbre manipulation, the idea of
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orthogonal control implicit to his proposed interface is worth examining. That dimensions

in a timbre space should be control parameters seems to imply the idea that timbre

manipulation ought to be linear in the mental representation of timbre. The difficulty

lies in the mapping between mental timbre space and physical synthesis properties. This

mapping could be quite complicated and non-linear. But as a general rule, it seems

reasonable that an interface to timbre manipulation ought to be linear in the perceptual

dimensions of timbre, as Wessel proposed.

The second type of interface is a re-mapping of timbre to a space that can be

navigated visually or gesturally. Musical instruments are the traditional interface between

humans and musical sound synthesis. Perhaps like with Wessel, most of the actions

involved with playing a musical instrument can be thought of as independent parameters

controlling highly non-linear changes in synthesis parameters. But the control interface

does not have to involve independent, orthogonal dimensions. Hunt and Wanderley [47]

discuss a number of different mappings from gestures to synthesis parameters, though their

focus is on performance, not composition. Choi et al. [48] conceived of a three-dimensional

gesture control space for specifying timbre. They called it a “window” into a much

higher-dimensional manifold space of sounds and proposed the use of genetic algorithms to

learn the reduction to three dimensions. Whatever the associations between the window

and the underlying synthesis parameters end up being, they proposed that they can be

learned by a user via the process of exploration and feedback. It is an interesting contrast

to specifying individual orthogonal dimensions for control, since the human brain is able to

process visually up to three-dimensions simultaneously, and perhaps more gesturally.

Gestural interfaces may skip over explicitly mapping perception and go directly

to synthesis, which may be a weakness in terms of expressive ability. On the other

hand, it is conceivable that with the right interface, the problems of mapping from

gesture to perception and perception to synthesis could be offloaded to the user to be

learned through experimentation. Wessel and Wright [49] give a thorough overview of
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many different types of gestural interface for synthesis. They encourage learning via

experimentation and liken the act of learning to use a gestural interface well with the act

of learning to use any musical instrument well, which can require a large investment of

time. However, in their particular proposal they are more focused on performance than

unbounded expression and limit themselves to the creation of discrete note events with

their interfaces, which would not achieve our goal of unrestricted timbre manipulation.

Goudeseune [50] elaborates on methods of control for digital musical instruments,

including derivative control, where the rate of change of a parameter is the driver rather

than the instantaneous value. He also gives an extensive treatment on interpolation

between high-dimensional spaces, with particular attention to interpolation properties

that are desirable for music applications. The problem of mapping from a control space

to a synthesis space given pairs of corresponding points in both spaces is the problem

of interpolation. This interpolation is relevant for any kind of mapping, not just ones

involving a visual or gestural interface.

The third type of interface is verbal, using high-level descriptions to encapsulate and

simplify timbre specification that would be tedious at the physical level. This typically

harnesses the vocabulary already used by musicians to categorize the notes they hear.

The idea is to reverse engineer this process and determine the synthesis parameters

that underlie the timbre adjectives. Ethington and Punch [33] proposed an interesting

approach to this in 1994, where they learned associations between verbal and synthesis

transformations. Instead of mapping absolute specifications, they learned how, starting

from some sound already conceived of, its synthesis parameters could be adjusted to result

in changes in the description of the sound such as “brighter” or “warmer”. This avoids the

problem of creating an explicit, potentially highly complex mapping between high-level

description and low-level synthesis parameters.

Each type of interface does have the potential to work in a framework for unrestricted

timbre manipulation, and we do not see these as mutually exclusive. In the framework
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proposed in this work, we focus on creating the orthogonal axes interface to timbre

manipulation and sound synthesis, as envisioned by Wessel [32], but do so with an

interpolated mapping underlying the perceptual interface, as envisioned by Goudeseune

[50]. We believe there is a fundamental gap that exists in the research into the perception

of timbre that can be filled by this investigation. We propose that verbal descriptions

or a highly expressive gestural interface be built at a layer above this interface. This

hierarchical approach greatly simplifies implementation and separates an entire system for

timbre manipulation into natural subproblems that should be solved independently.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY

The primary goal to be addressed by this research is the design of a framework

for unrestricted timbre manipulation in musical composition. By unrestricted timbre

manipulation in composition, we mean at a high level the ability to specify a musical note

with any timbral properties. At a low level, we mean the ability to produce musical sound

of an arbitrary length and alter its timbre over time as easily as we alter its loudness or

pitch.

In Section 3.1, we identify four key design goals that a framework for the unrestricted

manipulation of timbre should meet. In the remainder of the chapter we expand on each of

the goals and our proposals for meeting them.

3.1 Design Goals

The primary design goals for a framework for unrestricted timbre manipulation are

alluded to in Chapter 2 but not stated as explicitly as in this section. The four goals can

be summarized as follows:

1. Perception

2. Synthesis

3. Interface

4. Modularity

The first component, perception, is included because timbre is an inherently

perceptual property, not an acoustic or physical property. Perception refers to the mental

representation of timbre. The ideal framework for timbre manipulation can facilitate an

efficient translation from mental conception to actual realization in sound. This seems

difficult to achieve without a firm understanding of how timbre is represented in the brain.

The interpretation of timbre by a listener is also important from a compositional point

of view. Therefore, facilitating effective manipulation of timbre in composition requires

an understanding of is being achieved through the manipulation. This is accomplished
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most effectively with a perception-centric approach, not an approach centered around

the manipulation of physical properties alone. Finally, there is a compactness of

representation that is only possible by considering the mental representation of timbre.

This representation automatically discards any potential properties that have no bearing

on perception.

The second component is synthesis. The notion of unrestricted timbre manipulation

in composition implies the notion of unrestricted timbre production. An accurate

representation of timbre is not useful in composition without a means to realize it.

Therefore, any timbre that can be conceived of must be able to be physically realized.

Consequently, an extremely flexible method of synthesis is required.

The third component is interface. A good representation of timbre and a means

to realize it are much less useful without an effective interface. The choice of interface

could depend on other goals for the application of the system. The goal of the interface

in this work is primarily to facilitate composition, but performance is also taken into

consideration. These two goals are likely to have subtle differences in the interfaces that

best facilitate them.

The final component is modularity. The ideal framework should have layers that

accept well-defined input and produce well-defined output. By designing a framework with

components that can be replaced at one layer without affecting components at another

layer, this helps achieve a system where, for examples, one interface could be developed

for composition and another for performance. In terms of synthesis, it is conceivable that

different methods could be preferred depending on the amount of computing resources

available. Even the goal of perception could benefit from a modular element, as subjective

elements of perception could theoretically lead to a personalized timbre manipulation

system.

In the following sections, we discuss how each of these components is addressed in the

framework we propose. Out of the three layers of perception, synthesis, and interface, we
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give particular attention to perception, which is the component we choose to develop for

implementation.

3.2 Perception

In Chapter 2, we review the literature on the perception of timbre. A number of

attempts have been made to learn the mental representation of timbre, which is referred

to as a timbre space. The axes of timbre space are usually associated with acoustic or

physical properties of sound. However, the representations developed so far serve as

poor generative models, unsuitable as a general model of synthesis, particularly in the

case of notes of arbitrary length. Neither are they satisfying as models of perception.

Nearly all of the timbre spaces learned thus far have three dimensions or less, which seems

odd considering how many acoustical properties are known to have an effect on timbre

perception.

To develop a generative space of timbre, it seems necessary to have a representation

with time as a parameter, so that all other parameters are explicitly associated with

points in time. Attempts have been made at this kind of representation, but strictly from

an acoustic perspective. What this usually ends up being is a model of additive synthesis

that has a compact representation, determined using dimensionality reduction methods.

This can include loss of perceptually relevant information. No model of perceptual timbre

with time as an explicit parameter has been developed. The benefits of such a model

include the potential for a representation that is compact as possible without loss of

information and a precisely controlled generation of any conceivable timbre. Since such a

model does not currently exist, its development is a primary goal of this work.

Even without considering how a system could be built for facilitating the manipulation

of timbre, the comprehension of timbre as an aspect of composition seems underdeveloped.

While it may be recognized that there are spectral and temporal aspects to timbre, timbre

has never even been fully broken down into its constituent temporal and non-temporal

aspects. Nomenclature relating to timbre is not standardized, either. Tone color, tone
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quality, and texture are all sometimes used interchangeably with the word timbre.

To remedy some of these problems, we propose some new nomenclature and a new

hierarchical view of timbre properties.

3.2.1 Instantaneous Timbre and Dynamic Timbre

Helmholtz coined the term musical quality to describe a subset of timbre properties,

seemingly those that could be associated with steady state sounds. Later researchers

seem not to have viewed Helmholtz’s work as creating a dichotomy between these and

other aspects of timbre, but rather as oversimplified because it did not capture temporal

aspects of timbre. However, it seems reasonable to conclude that Helmholtz did intend to

create a dichotomy of timbre. Whether the idea for a dichotomy originates with Helmholtz

or later theorists, we believe such a breakdown is the only way to make progress on our

understanding of such a complex phenomenon.

We propose that aspects of timbre perception be broken into two distinct categories:

instantaneous timbre and dynamic timbre. Instantaneous timbre captures everything

about timbre that is constant, stationary, or steady state. These are properties that can

be associated with a distinct point in time, much the same as instantaneous amplitude

or instantaneous frequency. Tone color seems like a potential synonym for instantaneous

timbre, which is something we would suggest. But this equivalence is not currently

standardized. Dynamic timbre, on the other hand, captures everything about changes

in timbre over time. This includes the evolution of pitch and loudness, which perhaps

should not necessarily be considered entirely distinct from instantaneous timbre. Including

amplitude and frequency with timbre, dynamic timbre is specified specifically as the

evolution of instantaneous timbre. Thus this is a hierarchical relationship, as dynamic

timbre can always be broken down into its constituent instantaneous aspects over time.

Note that such a breakdown already exists in human color vision. Pixels represent

the smallest units of area over which color is perceived. There are three orthogonal

dimensions of color vision that can be associated with a pixel. One possible orientation of
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this space is to label the dimensions as red, green, and blue. Another possible orientation

is hue, saturation, and lightness. Much like instantaneous timbre, these three orthogonal

dimensions are attributes of instantaneous color and are the only dimensions that can be

attributed to a single pixel. Complex properties of color such as matte-ness, or its opposite

shiny-ness, that could be thought of as dimensions of color vision, cannot be attributed to

single pixels and can only be described with a collection of pixels, varying either in time or

space. These are elements of dynamic color, which is analogous to dynamic timbre. At an

even higher level of color perception, images and objects emerge, and this analogy holds

for auditory perception, as well.

Interestingly, though there are only three orthogonal dimensions of color, we have

listed up to six perceptually coherent dimensions. Whether or not there are analogous

structures in timbre perception is of great interest to us. It may be that there are multiple

coherent orientations of instantaneous timbre space. These are the kinds of questions that

cannot really be addressed without first distilling timbre down to its most fundamental

properties. Therefore, we make it a key aspect of this work to develop a theory of timbre

as a dichotomy between instantaneous and dynamic features.

Ethington and Punch [33] described a similar dichotomy of timbre perception but

with verbal attributes. They use the term presence to categorize words that are associated

with stationary properties, while the terms attack and cutoff are used to described words

associated with non-stationary properties. While the dichotomy proposed in the present

work is intended to apply to timbre at the most fundamental level, it is possible to apply

it to these words, as well. Table 3-1 gives a list of words associated with timbre and their

categorization as either instantaneous or dynamic. It is our hope that some of these words

can be adopted to describe fundamental properties of timbre, since they are in widespread

use by musicians already. But, there is no universal standard currently in use.

A set of orthogonal dimensions could serve as such a standard. Experiments

performed to uncover perceptual dimensions of timbre, however, attempted to model
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Table 3-1. A list of words used by musicians and how they fit into a proposed dichotomy
of timbre. In this dichotomy, the most fundamental properties of timbre with
no temporal component are known as instantaneous properties, while
higher-order properties with a temporal component are known as dynamic.

Instantaneous Dynamic
bright plucked
nasal fading
dull vibrato
tonal strummed
inharmonic expanding
hollow echoing
hissing blown
biting tremolo
shrill twangy
rich warbly

both instantaneous and dynamic aspects of timbre simultaneously. This did not lead to

a clear understanding of either aspect in terms of orthogonal dimensions. Therefore, we

propose to create an instantaneous timbre space, where each point represents a distinct

combination of instantaneous timbre features only. Presumably, the axes determined

by this would show some resemblance to known stationary properties of timbre, such as

brightness. Dynamic timbre would then be represented as trajectories in this space. This

is a classic phase space setup, to borrow a term from physics that has gained widespread

use throughout science.

3.2.2 Timbre Space Experiment

The key aspects to be determined experimentally in this work are the number of

dimensions of instantaneous timbre and their perceptual interpretations. This does not

imply that a single set of dimensions is coherent for all people. We may need to develop a

representation that is most widely applicable rather than universal. It may also be possible

to consider multiple coherent orientations of timbre space. We wish to interpret each

dimension so that we can learn to specify new timbres perceptually, connecting the spatial

representation to our own perceptions, if possible.
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Figure 3-1. This figure shows the pipeline of derived data in the instantaneous timbre
space experiment. For each group of sounds presented, the subject provides
similarity judgments, which either specify which two sounds are the most
similar or least similar sounds in the group. From a similarity judgment,
multiple binary comparisons are derived. All of the binary comparisons are
used to derive a ranking of the distances between sounds, using Colley’s
method. From the ranking of distances, a spatial embedding is derived using
Kruskal’s non-metric MDS algorithm. The Euclidean distances between points
are calculated from this spatial embedding. Finally, a joint embedding is
derived for all of the subjects from their individual Euclidean distances using
INDSCAL.

To undertake this analysis, we propose to create an instantaneous timbre space using

similar methods to those described in Section 2.3. However, there are two main differences

between the proposed experiment and previous attempts, which will have a significant

effect on the result. Figure 3-1 contains a diagram that outlines the experimental steps.

The first primary difference is the choice of data. We use 16 sounds, each 2 seconds in

length and synthetically generated using additive synthesis with stationary parameters, as
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given by Equation 3–1,

s(t) =
K∑
k=1

ak cos

(
2π

Fs

fkt

)
. (3–1)

We use 30 sinusoids for each sound, with each sinusoid k having constant amplitude ak

and frequency fk. The fundamental frequency of the sound, f0, could be considered a

distinct parameter, although for our purposes we will assume f0 = f1. Fs represents the

sampling frequency, taken to be 44,100 Hz for the sounds used in this work. Phase is not

considered as a parameter in the present study.

Most of the sounds’ parameters are derived from actual recordings of musical

instruments, analyzed with a new periodic waveform analysis technique we describe

in Section 3.3.2. These source recordings are part of the University of Iowa Musical

Instrument Samples [51]. Table 3-2 gives a list and description of the 16 sounds, including

what instrument each is derived from. The inclusion of the source musical instrument in

the description should not be inferred to mean that a sound is representative of, or even

clearly identifiable as coming from, that instrument. Rather, it is a means of suggesting

what some properties of each sound might be.

The purpose of using sounds derived from real instruments is to easily generate a

variety of data already known to have noticeable differences in timbre. The particular

sounds used were picked to try and sample a wide range of instantaneous timbre space,

but with enough similarity to avoid an entirely hollow space. Some notes of different pitch

were also included, which to our knowledge has not been tried since Miller and Carterette

[26] in 1975, who determined that the inclusion of pitch differences overwhelmed the

perception of timbre differences. However, it seems impossible to characterize the space

of instantaneous timbre without considering notes of different pitch. Two notes with their

other properties held fixed could be perceived as differing by a different amount as their

pitch is altered. Furthermore, it makes for a cleaner analysis to consider all instantaneous

perceptual properties simultaneously and sort them out during the analysis itself, rather
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Table 3-2. A description of the sounds used in the timbre space experiment. Most of the
sounds were derived from analyses of actual note recordings.

No. Instrument Approx. pitch Actual freq. (Hz)
1 Trumpet A4 442.7
2 B-flat clarinet G4 392.3
3 Synthetic string E3 164.8
4 Bass C3 130.4
5 Soprano saxophone G4 392.4
6 Piano A3 221.0
7 Tenor trombone A3 220.9
8 Piano A4 440.0
9 E-flat clarinet A3 218.1
10 Alto saxophone A3 219.1
11 Violin C4 259.4
12 Bass flute A3 220.8
13 Bass clarinet A2 109.5
14 Cello A3 220.1
15 Trumpet B3 246.5

16 Square wave F♯
3 185.0

than to try to create a data set containing only those isolated properties considered to be

timbre, which is ill-defined to begin with.

The second primary difference is the method of feedback for the listening experiment.

In typical timbre space experiments, subjects listen to a pair of sounds and numerically

rate the difference between the two on a 9 or 10-point scale. However, this seems to invite

inconsistency in the results, as such a scale is unfamiliar to the subjects prior to the

experiment and would be difficult to apply consistently to their perceptions. Instead, we

ask subjects to listen to sounds in groups of 3 or 4 and to determine which two sounds

in the group are the most similar and which two are the least similar. This relative

determination has the same stationarity-of-perception assumption as numerical ratings,

but does not rely on a subject remembering an arbitrary and ill-defined scale. This makes

it easier to stop the test and re-start it later if fatigue becomes a factor.

The purpose of choosing the most or least similar sounds in a group is to create

binary comparisons between pairs of pairs of sounds. That is, we want to know how the

distances between different pairs of sounds compare. Making binary comparisons is more
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tedious than numerically rating the difference between sounds. But the more sounds there

are in a group, the more binary comparisons are made by providing feedback about the

most similar or least similar pairs of sounds. In a group of 3 sounds, there are
(
3
2

)
= 3

possible pairs, so choosing the most similar pair provides two binary comparisons—it

indicates that the chosen pair has a smaller distance between sounds than the sounds in

the other two pairs. In a group of 4 sounds, there are
(
4
2

)
= 6 possible pairs, so the number

of binary comparisons provided by choosing the most similar pair increases to 5. Although

we did not test a group of 5 sounds, the number of binary comparisons in this case would

be 9. So increasing the group size could be a way to significantly reduce the amount of

time required to complete the experiment, although each individual trial does become

more difficult.

Given how this approach could become impractical as the number of sounds in the

data set increases, it is important to consider the most efficient way to collect useful

information from a subject. We developed an approach designed to extract as much

information as possible as quickly as possible in the beginning, and then take more time

to fill in gaps in information, if they existed, closer to the end of the experiment. Thus,

the makeup of the trials in terms of the chosen groupings of sounds was not fixed at the

beginning.

Some trials have answers that are very clear to the subjects, while other trials have

answers that require repeated listens to arrive at. In setting up the experiment, we

emphasized trials involving sounds in groups of 4 in the beginning, which are more difficult

to completely assess than trials involving groups of 3. To compensate, we gave subjects

the option to skip trials that were difficult to assess quickly. Subjects were instructed

to not dwell on difficult assessments, though they were asked to provide information

whenever possible. This served to decrease the amount of time for the experiment and

increase the reliability of the information provided.
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Our method is similar to the method of triadic comparisons used in early research

but the use of 4 sounds in a group offers a distinct advantage. Since the goal is to rank all

pairs of sounds, in theory we need binary comparisons between all pairs of pairs. This is

represented with a matrix, just like the adjacency matrix for a weighted graph. Only using

groups of 3 when choosing the most or least similar sounds in a group limits the binary

comparisons to be between pairs that have one sound in common, which represents a

subset of the entire set of possible comparisons. In fact, since a number of trials involving

groups of 3 are used in this experiment, the subset of the matrix corresponding to these

comparisons is readily apparent in the results shown in Figure 4-1. By adding the use

of group sizes above 3, we are able to make comparisons between pairs of sounds with

no sound in common, in which case we could fill out the entire comparison matrix if we

wished, though this would be time-consuming is not necessary.

From the binary comparisons, the goal is to determine a ranking of all the pairwise

distances between sounds. Then non-metric MDS, which is ranking-based, is used to

determine the N -dimensional embedding of all the sounds. In the method of triadic

comparisons, the ranking is determined by summing the number of times a pair of sounds

is judged to be either more similar than another pair of sounds. This is equivalent to

winning percentage in sports. But winning percentage only provides an accurate ranking

if the entire binary comparison matrix is filled out completely. In the case of triadic

comparisons, this is already impossible because the group size is limited to 3. However,

even with a group size of 4, we would prefer to not have to fill out the entire binary

comparison matrix, as this would take a very long time. Therefore, we want to view this

as a general ranking problem given a potentially sparse matrix of binary comparisons. We

choose to solve this using the Colley matrix method [38], for reasons we discuss in Section

2.4.
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3.2.3 Determining and Interpreting Perceptual Axes

Given the instantaneous timbre spaces produced by the MDS methods, the goal is to

interpret or explain the dimensions of the spaces perceptually. For the individual subject

embeddings, this is complicated by the fact that the spaces have no fixed orientation.

Therefore, it is not clear what, if any, are the principal axes of the spaces. Nor is it clear

what perceptual criteria ought to be used to determine the principal axes.

Carroll and Chang [21] proposed an algorithm to fit a model that presupposes the

existence of a set of principal perceptual axes common to all subjects. In this model,

individuals differ in their personal perceptual spaces by placing different weights on the

common set of axes. The distance between two points j and k in the personal space of

subject i is given by Equation 3–2,

d
(i)
jk =

√√√√ r∑
t=1

wit(xjt − xkt)2, (3–2)

where r is the number of dimensions of the space and wit is the weight placed on

dimension t by subject i. The coordinates of points {y(i)j } in the individual space are

related to the coordinates of points {xj} in the common space by Equation 3–3,

y
(i)
jt = w

1/2
it xjt. (3–3)

Carroll and Chang claim that axes found using this weighted Euclidean model

for MDS should be considered to be psychologically important. They do provide some

evidence to support their assertion, but the idea that each person uses the same set of

orthogonal axes with different weights on them to characterize their own perceptual

space is an assumption that appears to have gone unchallenged and untested in the field

of timbre research for the last 40 years. The weighted Euclidean model is certainly a

convenient method to combine MDS results from multiple subjects. It may even be more

reliable than the spatial embeddings determined for subjects individually because it uses

more information and thus can potentially eliminate noise and errors. But the model
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should not serve as a de facto psychological theory. Therefore, we approach the model

as a tool that may be able to determine a set of principal axes, and use complementary

methods to validate our observations.

Supposing that we have determined a perceptually meaningful axis in instantaneous

timbre space, we want to use every method at our disposal to interpret its meaning.

An interpretation involves either a perceptual description in words or an analytical

explanation in terms of the acoustic feature that varies along the axis. We describe several

methods that could be used to obtain an interpretation, either perceptually or acoustically.

3.2.4 Analytical Methods of Perceptual Axis Explanation

We describe two analytical methods of perceptual axis explanation. The first method

is to collect the values, {pj} for each of the n sounds projected onto an axis and the values

of some acoustic feature, {qj}, of the sounds, and compute the correlation rpq between the

two sets, given by Equation 3–4,

rpq =
n
∑

pjqj −
∑

pj
∑

qj√
n
∑

p2j − (
∑

pj)2
√

n
∑

q2j − (
∑

qj)2
. (3–4)

This is a relative measure of how well an acoustic feature explains an axis.

We propose several acoustic or physical features to test as possible interpretations of

the axes produced by INDSCAL. The proposed acoustic features are ones thought to be

relevant perceptually. However, it is not clear a priori the precise manner in which some

of these features ought to be computed from the sounds. Therefore, tests involving the

acoustic features could be tests of the features themselves, and not just the axes that they

are being used to interpret.

In this work, we test seven acoustic features which can be easily determined or

computed from the sounds’ additive synthesis representation, given by Equation 3–1. The

features are listed in Table 3-3. The values of each of the features, labeled p⃗1, p⃗2, . . . , p⃗7,

for each of the 16 sounds is listed in Table 3-4.
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Table 3-3. The seven acoustic features and their formulas, based on the additive synthesis
representation in Equation 3–1.

Acoustic feature Label Formula

Fundamental frequency p⃗1 f1

Log fundamental frequency (semitone offset) p⃗2 log2(f1/440) ∗ 12

Spectral centroid p⃗3
∑K

k=1 akfk

Odd harmonics proportion p⃗4
∑K

k=1
k is odd

ak

Loudness p⃗5
∑K

k=1 akL(fk)

Loudness-weighted spectral centroid p⃗6
∑K

k=1 akfkL(fk)

Inharmonicity standard deviation p⃗7

√
1
K

∑K
i=1(

fi
i·f1 −

1
K

∑K
i=1

fi
i·f1 )

2

Table 3-4. The values of the seven acoustic features for each of the 16 sounds.

Sound p⃗1 p⃗2 p⃗3 p⃗4 p⃗5 p⃗6 p⃗7
1 442.7 0.10 1884.6 0.53 1.50 2991.5 0.00004
2 392.3 -1.98 1308.5 0.89 1.29 1777.2 0.00063
3 164.8 -17.00 1629.9 0.79 1.03 1830.1 0.04834
4 130.4 -21.05 687.0 0.73 0.90 1054.2 0.00049
5 392.4 -1.98 1382.7 0.39 1.44 2053.3 0.00010
6 221.0 -11.92 1346.1 0.51 1.30 1914.4 0.00640
7 220.9 -11.93 1350.0 0.52 1.39 2166.0 0.00014
8 440.0 0.00 881.5 0.77 1.28 1253.6 0.00675
9 218.1 -12.15 1122.6 0.91 1.22 1791.8 0.00052
10 219.1 -12.06 1153.5 0.49 1.26 1842.1 0.00019
11 259.4 -9.14 1472.6 0.60 1.40 2375.1 0.00119
12 220.8 -11.93 604.0 0.83 0.97 767.2 0.00125
13 109.5 -24.08 1329.8 0.73 1.19 2011.1 0.00020
14 220.1 -11.99 494.4 0.59 0.90 579.9 0.00143
15 246.5 -10.02 1592.0 0.53 1.47 2541.7 0.00008
16 185.0 -15.00 952.3 0.91 1.19 1559.6 0.00052

To calculate loudness, we define a function called the loudness proportion, L(x),

shown in Figure 3-2. This function is derived from ISO 226:2003[1], which defines the

required decibel level for a sine wave at each frequency to be heard at a pre-defined

loudness. We invert one of these equal-loudness curves to yield a function that weights

each frequency by its perceived loudness. Since ISO 226:2003 is only defined for discrete
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Figure 3-2. L(x), the loudness proportion, which is a weighting of frequencies by their
perceived loudness, derived from ISO 226:2003[1], the equal-loudness-level
contours. The curve is normalized to have a mean value of 1.

frequency values, we interpolate at intermediate frequency values using a piecewise cubic

spline. We normalize the curve to have a mean value of 1.

These features are based on properties that are known to be relevant to perception.

However, the precise mathematical form most relevant to perception is unknown.

The functions here are based on the best information available. Therefore, the second

analytical method of axis explanation is to learn acoustic features of the sounds relevant

to perception directly from their projections in instantaneous timbre space. There are

a number of machine learning methods capable of doing this. Unfortunately, this is not

practical in our case because the number of sounds in our study is too small compared to

the number of possible acoustic parameters. Thus, this would lead to overfitting.

3.2.5 Exploratory Methods of Perceptual Axis Explanation

One way to explain a perceptual axis is to have sounds be displayed on an axis

at their projected values and listened to by a test subject to try to determine what

perceptual features the subject can associate with the variation observed along the axis. In

some ways this is a better explanation of an axis because it remains purely in the domain

of perception. However, it may be a difficult task in the case that the axis corresponds to
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a perceptually coherent dimension that does not already have a verbal description that the

subject is aware of.

Another exploratory method is to apply knowledge of the domain to manually search

for patterns in the data that fit the variation along a perceptual axis. In our case with

only 16 sounds, knowledge of the domain is crucial to pare down the total number of

acoustic parameters that can potentially vary. Assuming appropriate domain knowledge

is applied, a pattern found manually in this manner can be objectively verified using the

correlation method described in Section 3.2.4. In a sense, a manually-determined pattern

and a pre-specified acoustic feature are not much different, and this method could be

thought of as analytical because it has an analytical verification step.

3.2.6 Finding Axes Via Least-Squares Projection

The procedure of interpreting axes using objective features of the sounds can be

inverted to look for the axes that best correlate with acoustic features. This is most

useful when the acoustic features can be demonstrated to be relevant to perception. The

procedure works as follows.

An acoustic property that has a linear relationship with a perceptual axis can be

considered to be a projection of the sounds onto that axis. Therefore, if any acoustic

property has a linear relationship with the perceptual space, there should be an axis along

which the sounds can be projected to recover the values of the acoustic property. The

best possible alignment of an acoustic property, treated as an axis, and a perceptual space

can be determined by assuming the property is a one-dimensional projection and using

least-squares regression to find a set of weights that best reproduce this projection.

Let A be the matrix of points representing sounds in instantaneous timbre space.

Let p⃗ be a set of values for some acoustic property of the sounds and let b⃗ be the

mean-centered version of the same values. Then we want to find the projection Ax̂ = b̂

such that ||b̂ − b⃗|| is minimized. This is equivalent to minimizing ||Ax̂ − b⃗||, which is

minimized using the pseudo-inverse of A, and the value of x̂ which minimizes ||Ax̂ − b⃗|| is
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given by Equation 3–5,

x̂ =
(
ATA

)−1
AT b⃗. (3–5)

So x̂ defines the axis that best matches the acoustic feature b⃗, b̂ is the projection of the

sounds onto that axis, and ||b̂ − b⃗|| is the error between the feature and it’s best-matching

projection. It should be noted that while this is a linear method for matching p⃗ with an

axis in the space, p⃗ can be any non-linear combination of the acoustic properties of the

sounds.

Care does need to be taken when examining the correlation values found using this

method. As the number of dimensions approaches the number of points in the dimension,

random values assigned to the points could be found to correlate highly with the space.

This is illustrated in Figure 3-3, which shows the correlation between a random set of N

values and the best-matching projection in a random D-dimensional space of N points,

as N and D are varied. In our case, with 16 points and 5 or 6 dimensions, the expected

random correlation is around 0.5. This represents a baseline that any correlation must be

above using this method to be considered at all meaningful.

We use this procedure to look for principal axes of instantaneous timbre space that

may not be discovered by INDSCAL. We also use this procedure to verify that the axes

of the joint embedding determined by INDSCAL have a correspondence with axes in the

individual embeddings of each subject, since correspondence between the two is central to

the justification of the principal axes found by INDSCAL being meaningful.

3.3 Synthesis

The most important consideration for synthesis in a framework for unrestricted timbre

manipulation is flexibility. A synthesis method must be able to recreate a wide range of

timbres and do it in a way such that one timbre can be seamlessly morphed into another.

In Chapter 2, additive synthesis is identified as the preferred method.
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Figure 3-3. Illustration of the expected correlation between a randomly-generated set of
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The inverse of synthesis is analysis. A synthesis method is best utilized when there is

a method to decompose a signal into, or fit a signal to, a set of synthesis parameters.

3.3.1 Additive Synthesis Representation

In its most general form, additive synthesis represents a signal as simply the sum of a

set of sine waves of different amplitudes, phases, and frequencies. As the same can be said

of the Fourier transform, additive synthesis in its most general form is clearly capable of

representing any possible signal (and timbre). However, one problem with simply using the

Fourier domain is there is no explicit representation of time or the evolution of parameters

over time. Each sinusoid has a constant amplitude and frequency. Since the only way to

impact how a sound evolves over time in this representation is to alter the amplitudes and

phases of the sine waves, any sound to be generated must be specified in its entirety prior

to synthesis.

To facilitate the synthesis of sound that can evolve in real-time, the sinusoids must

have time-dependent, rather than constant, amplitudes and frequencies. In its naive form,
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this version of additive synthesis suffers from a huge increase in storage requirements. We

can imagine rather than t values to represent a signal of length t, we have on the order of

t2 values to represent t sinusoids and their evolution over time. But luckily for a system

for which this increase is prohibitive, the situation is not as dire. Allowing sinusoids to

have time-dependent amplitudes decreases the number of sinusoids needed to represent

a signal. In fact, technically only one well-crafted sinusoid is needed, but this sinusoid

would have a rapidly changing amplitude to match the values of the signal it is supposed

to represent. As a result, this single sinusoid would not be informative of the underlying

timbre, so we would lose the ability to morph between timbres in an intuitive way.

The solution, then, is to have a relatively small number of slowly-evolving sinusoids.

This definition is not terribly precise but it means that the number of sinusoids should

be much less than the length of the signal, and the time-dependent amplitudes and

frequencies of the sinusoids should be smooth, without any discontinuities or otherwise

unpredictable jumps. The form of this model is given by Equation 3–6,

s(t) =
K∑
k=1

ak(t) cos

(
2π

Fs

t∑
u=1

fk(u) + ϕk

)
, (3–6)

where t is the current time step, K is the number of sinusoids, Fs is the discrete sampling

rate, ak(t) is the amplitude of sinusoid k at time t, fk(t) is the frequency of sinusoid k at

time t, and ϕk is the phase of sinusoid k.

One constraint on the model that was mentioned is that K ≪ T , where T is the total

number of time steps. Another constraint that we adopt is given by Equation 3–7,

fk(t) ≈ k · f0(t), (3–7)

where f0(t) is the fundamental frequency at time t. In using this model, we wish to

restrict ourselves to mostly tonal notes, corresponding to approximately periodic

waveforms. This can be thought of as a quasi-harmonic model of additive synthesis.
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We intend for this model to include some slight inharmonicity as exhibited by certain

strings, so that the error between fk(t) and k · f0(t) can increase as k increases.

It would not be difficult to extend this model to include noise and more severe

inharmonicity for synthesis purposes, although it would be more difficult to analyze sounds

to fit to such a model. A number of methods have been proposed for fitting to harmonic

models of additive synthesis, but these methods become less applicable as the amount

of inharmonicity increases. In Section 3.3.2, we present a new method suited to analyze

quasi-periodic waveforms that actually becomes a better estimate of the time-varying

parameters in the presence of certain types of inharmonicity.

3.3.2 Masked Inverse Fast Fourier Transform

In this section, we present a new method called the Masked Inverse Fast Fourier

Transform (MIFFT) for analyzing quasi-periodic waveforms and fitting them to our model

for additive synthesis. As presented, the method assumes that the fundamental frequency

is already known or can be estimated using a number of methods that have been proposed

elsewhere. The fact that the fundamental frequencies of the sounds to be analyzed in this

work are known in advance means that we do not need to incorporate a step to estimate

the fundamental frequency, so we do not focus on this portion of the method.

The idea behind the MIFFT is somewhat philosophical in nature. In signal analysis,

time and frequency are considered to be complementary yet opposing domains in which

the certainty of a signal’s value in one domain results in uncertainty in the other domain.

Methods such as wavelets or the Short-Time Fourier Transform (STFT) try to strike a

balance between the two. But neither method incorporates adaptation to the inherent

time and frequency separation that may already exist in a signal.

In both the time domain and frequency domain, the value of a signal at index i is

highly correlated with the values at i− 1 and i+ 1. It may also be the case that somewhat

high correlations are also seen at some multiple of an offset, so that the value at index i is

correlated with the value at i+ kT and i− kT , where T is a fixed offset, and k ∈ 1, . . . , K,
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Figure 3-4. An illustration of disjoint support among the first three harmonics of a C5

trumpet note, using a portion of the Discrete Fourier Transform of the signal
corresponding to the sound. Each large peak in energy corresponds to a
harmonic. The dashed lines represent the boundaries of each harmonic’s
support. Note that the energy for each harmonic is concentrated well within
the boundaries of support, demonstrating that each harmonic has essentially
disjoint support.

where K is an integer. Portions of a signal that are uncorrelated are said to have disjoint

support. An illustration of disjoint support among harmonics for a trumpet note is shown

in Figure 3-4. We use the term disjoint support rather than a term such as independent

because we want to emphasize the fact that signals are represented as combinations of

basis functions. It is in the basis functions that portions of a signal are said to have

disjoint support, meaning the value of one basis function for that signal is uncorrelated

with the value of another.

Combining the analyses of two portions of a signal that are correlated helps to

increase the certainty of our estimate of both portions. However, combining the analyses

of two portions of a signal with disjoint support provides no additional help to the analysis
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Figure 3-5. A portion of the time-domain signals for the first six harmonics during the
onset of a C5 trumpet note, resolved using the Masked Inverse Fast Fourier
Transform (MIFFT) method.

of either, and maybe even weakens the analysis of both. Therefore, the analyses of

portions of a signal with disjoint support ought to proceed independently.

We use this notion of disjoint support and independent analysis to motivate a method

for quasi-periodic waveform analysis. In a quasi-periodic waveform, the different harmonics

that compose the waveform have approximately disjoint support in the frequency domain,

an example of which is shown in Figure 3-4. Therefore, we can apply a simple mask to the

coefficients corresponding to each harmonic and separate them for independent analysis.

Because we wish to analyze their time-dependent properties, after we separate them in

the frequency domain we can then transform them back to the time-domain for further

analysis, as is shown in Figure 3-5.

One interesting consequence of this idea is that the signals corresponding to strings

with inharmonicity where fk(t) > k · f0(t) have even less overlapping support in the
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frequency domain, making the assumption of disjoint support even more valid. This is

a clear advantage of our method over short-time analysis methods where the analysis is

based on a fixed window in the time domain. Methods using a fixed-window are justified

from the perspective of disjoint support when frequencies are time-invariant and perfectly

harmonic, but this is less valid as inharmonicity and time-dependent frequency variation

increases.

In the MIFFT method, each harmonic has a corresponding mask indicating which

frequencies constitute its support. Each reconstructed harmonic, hk(t), is given by

Equation 3–8,

hk(t) =
1

N

N−1∑
n=0

m(k)
n Xn · ei2πnt/N , (3–8)

where the {Xn} are the Fourier coefficients of the signal in the frequency domain and m
(k)
n

is the value of the mask for the kth harmonic for the nth frequency. For each mask, we

have,

m(k)
n =


1 if frequency n is in harmonic k’s support

0 if frequency n is not in harmonic k’s support

, (3–9)

where

K∑
k=1

m(k)
n ≤ 1, (3–10)

so that any Fourier coefficient can belong to the support of at most one harmonic.

3.4 Interface

Interface is an important consideration for unrestricted timbre manipulation. In

this work we prioritize facilitating composition over performance, which is a potentially

important distinction. Both require a large degree of expressiveness, but other considerations

differ between the two. Real-time performance requires a fluidity and compactness that

is not demanded by composition. On the other hand, composition requires an intuitive
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interface for efficiently translating from ideas to implementation. Once the ideas are

implemented by composition, performance needs to imitate them in real-time, but not

re-create them from scratch.

3.4.1 Hierarchical or Layered Approach

The different requirements for different goals are one reason why we propose a

modular and hierarchical approach to interface. As we discuss in Section 2.5.2, multiple

interfaces make sense for timbre manipulation. A verbal interface is useful because it

corresponds to the language musicians currently use to specify timbre. A gestural interface

is advantageous because it gives a person access to a number of manipulable timbre

dimensions simultaneously, like a musical instrument but with a much broader palette. An

interface based on orthogonal axes of perception is desirable because it would be the most

direct and compact representation, with control parameters that are guaranteed to interact

independently.

In a hierarchical approach, these multiple interfaces can be built on top of one

common interface, extending the fundamental interface with high-level specifications.

The common interface, then, is the only one that needs to deal directly with the mental

representation or synthesis. This modularity makes it easier to substitute different

high-level interfaces for different purposes.

Our proposed hierarchy is outlined in Figure 3-6. The single arrows in this diagram

represent a one-to-one correspondence between objects in one layer and objects in

another layer. The multiple arrows represent single objects at a higher layer mapping to a

sequence of objects at a lower layer, building the evolution of parameters at a high level on

top of their instantaneous specification at a lower level. For the directness, compactness,

and independence of parameters, we choose the orthogonal dimensions of timbre space as

the common interface with perception and synthesis. In addition to higher-level interfaces

being built on top of it, this interface can be used directly. This can be useful, especially

when one wants to avoid the ambiguity or contradiction that can come from a combination
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Figure 3-6. The proposed hierarchy for the entire system, serving as an interface from
high-level timbre specification to low-level synthesis. Any number of high-level
objects can be used to interface with the instantaneous timbre space. Each
object at the highest-level, such as a gesture or verbal description, maps to a
number of points in the instantaneous timbre space and specifies their order.
This abstraction greatly simplifies the specification for the user. Points in
instantaneous timbre space then map directly to synthesis parameters,
preferably in a one-to-one manner so that the evolution of a sound could be
specified in real-time if necessary.

of verbal attributes or gestural parameters. Trajectories are specifications of coordinates

in the orthogonal axes over a period of time, which is just a way to encapsulate an entire

interaction with the orthogonal dimensions as control parameters.

3.4.2 Orthogonal Axes as Control Parameters

The orthogonal axes are the primary interface on which we focus in this work. The

experimental procedure for developing the axes is given in Sections 3.2.2 and 3.2.3. An

individual’s timbre space has an arbitrary orientation, so a key question in developing this

interface is whether or not a certain set of orthogonal axes can be considered in some sense

more principal than another, or even whether multiple sets of principal axes exist.

A coordinate in instantaneous timbre space directly corresponds to a set of instantaneous

synthesis parameters. Therefore, a path (or trajectory) in this space specifies the evolution

of instantaneous timbre over time, which in turn specifies a sound. In theory, this is the

most perceptually compact representation possible, since only dimensions relevant to

perception are included, while no dimension relevant to perception is omitted.
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The representation used in our work does omit some dimensions of perception that

are not demonstrated by the 16 sounds used in the experiment. These dimensions include

noise and silence. These two dimensions could easily be incorporated in a future version

of the work with a larger data set. However, some dimensions of instantaneous timbre

may only emerge within the context of dynamic stimuli, in which case they would not be

discovered by our method. We plan to investigate this possibility in the future.

Using the orthogonal axes corresponds to the simultaneous manipulation of several

linear parameters. This can be difficult to do in real-time without an interface at a

higher-level which can incorporate multiple types of gestures. However, if real-time

interaction is not a concern, like perhaps for composition, the parameters can be

programmed. The joint specification of all of the programmed parameter changes can

be thought of as a path through instantaneous timbre space. On the other hand, a

higher-level interface could ease the interaction even when real-time manipulation of

timbre is not a concern.
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CHAPTER 4
RESULTS

The primary goal of this work is to develop a framework for utilizing timbre as freely

as loudness or pitch in musical composition. The focus experimentally in this work is

developing the perceptual component of the framework and increasing our understanding

of timbre as a complex perceptual phenomenon. In this chapter, we report the primary

experimental results and the data derived from them, and analyze them in detail.

4.1 Timbre Space Experiment

The procedure used for this experiment is described in Section 3.2.2. In all, six

subjects were asked to listen to a set of 16 sounds in small groups of 3 or 4 and identify

the two most similar and two least similar sounds in each group. Providing information

on the two most similar sounds in a group of 4 sounds says that among the
(
4
2

)
= 6

unique pairs, the two sounds in the most similar pair are nearer to each other than the

two sounds in any of the other 5 possible pairs. This provides comparison information

between this pair and the other 5 pairs. Taken together, all of the trials of this sort fill

out a comparison matrix that is P -by-P , where P =
(
16
2

)
= 120. The comparison matrix

contains
(
120
2

)
= 7120 unique entries.

The P -by-P comparison matrix, M , for subject 2 is shown in Figure 4-1. A white

square can be thought of as a victory and indicates that the pair of sounds in the row is

more similar than the pair of sounds in the column. A black square can be thought of as a

loss and indicates that the pair of sounds in the row is less similar than the pair of sounds

in the column. A gray square represents the lack of any comparison information. The

matrix is anti-symmetric so that M(i, j) = −M(j, i).

The comparison matrix for each subject is somewhat sparse, but there is enough

information to yield a ranking of the pairs from most similar to least similar. Colley’s

matrix method is used to do the ranking. The same comparison matrix ordered from most
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Figure 4-1. The P -by-P comparison matrix for subject M. Each row and each column
represents a pair of sounds. Each square indicates the outcome of the
comparison between the row pair and the column pair. A white square
indicates that the sounds in the row pair are judged by the subject to be more
similar than the sounds in the column pair. A black square indicates that the
sounds in the row pair are judged by the subject to be less similar than the
sounds in the column pair. A gray square indicates that there is no
comparison between the two pairs.

similar to least similar is given by Figure 4-2. The pairs at the top of the ranking have the

most evidence in favor of their being the most similar pairs.

Kruskal’s non-metric MDS algorithm is used to compute the best spatial embedding

in D dimensions given the ranking of distances between pairs of points. The error of the

embedding given the rankings is referred to by Kruskal as the stress. Figure 4-3 shows the

stress of each embedding for each subject for a range of dimensionalities.

We choose to compute 5-dimensional spaces. One of the reasons for this is that the

reduction in stress after 5 dimensions starts to become so insignificant that beyond that

overfitting to the noise in the data is likely to start occurring. Another reason is that

with only 16 sounds, using more than 5 dimensions would start to impair our ability to
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Figure 4-2. The same comparison matrix as in Figure 4-1 except with the pairs ordered
from most similar to least similar by Colley’s matrix method. Black squares
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Figure 4-4. First three dimensions of the individual instantaneous timbre space for subject
2.

distinguish structure in the space from random variation, an issue that is discussed in

Section 3.2.6.

Figure 4-4 shows the first three dimensions of the 5-dimensional solution found for

subject 2. The subject whose spatial embedding has the lowest stress in 5 dimensions is

subject 6. Figure 4-5 shows the first three dimensions of subject 6’s spatial embedding.

4.2 Joint Instantaneous Timbre Space

INDSCAL is used to combine spatial information from multiple subjects into one

common space. Even though we choose 5 dimensions for the individual embeddings, we

are free to choose a different number of dimensions for the common space. Having more

than 5 common dimensions would make sense if subjects differ in which dimensions they

perceive most strongly, since no subject would include all of the common dimensions

in their individual embedding. Having less than 5 common dimensions could be useful

because, with the energy more concentrated, it may cause INDSCAL to find clearer

perceptual dimensions than when the energy is spread out over a larger number of
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Figure 4-5. First three dimensions of the individual instantaneous timbre space for subject
6.

dimensions. To investigate these possibilities, we examine INDSCAL solutions for 4, 5, and

6 dimensions.

Figure 4-7 shows the first three dimensions of the 4-dimensional joint embedding

computed by INDSCAL. Figure 4-8 shows the first three dimensions of the 5-dimensional

INDSCAL embedding, and Figure 4-6 shows the first three dimensions of the 6-dimensional

INDSCAL embedding.

INDSCAL also produces a set of weights that each subject applies (actually they

apply the square roots of the weights) to the common dimensions to yield their individual

spaces. Table 4-1 gives the square roots of the weights computed by INDSCAL for six

subjects and four dimensions of instantaneous timbre. The values are normalized to sum

to 1 so that they are easier to compare. Table 4-2 gives the square roots of the weights

for the case of five dimensions and Table 4-3 gives the square roots of the weights for six

dimensions. In all three cases, the input to INDSCAL is the Euclidean distances computed

in the 5-dimensional individual embeddings.
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Figure 4-6. First three dimensions of the 4-dimensional INDSCAL embedding of joint
instantaneous timbre space.
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Figure 4-7. First three dimensions of the 5-dimensional INDSCAL embedding of joint
instantaneous timbre space.
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Figure 4-8. First three dimensions of the 6-dimensional INDSCAL embedding of joint
instantaneous timbre space.

Table 4-1. The square roots of the weights computed by INDSCAL for six subjects and
four dimensions of instantaneous timbre, normalized to sum to 1.

Subject
√
w1

√
w2

√
w3

√
w4 Total

1 0.056 0.046 0.047 0.033 0.180
2 0.044 0.053 0.046 0.030 0.173
3 0.050 0.041 0.049 0.015 0.154
4 0.047 0.050 0.042 0.021 0.160
5 0.057 0.040 0.012 0.046 0.155
6 0.057 0.036 0.042 0.043 0.178

Total 0.310 0.266 0.236 0.187 1.000

Table 4-2. The square roots of the weights computed by INDSCAL for six subjects and
five dimensions of instantaneous timbre, normalized to sum to 1.

Subject
√
w1

√
w2

√
w3

√
w4

√
w5 Total

1 0.048 0.041 0.041 0.028 0.017 0.175
2 0.040 0.047 0.040 0.026 0.014 0.169
3 0.043 0.036 0.043 0.012 0.011 0.146
4 0.039 0.045 0.037 0.018 0.044 0.183
5 0.052 0.036 0.009 0.041 0.020 0.158
6 0.051 0.032 0.036 0.039 0.012 0.170

Total 0.274 0.236 0.208 0.164 0.118 1.000
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Table 4-3. The square roots of the weights computed by INDSCAL for six subjects and six
dimensions of instantaneous timbre, normalized to sum to 1.

Subject
√
w1

√
w2

√
w3

√
w4

√
w5

√
w6 Total

1 0.043 0.036 0.036 0.023 0.025 0.013 0.175
2 0.036 0.042 0.035 0.027 0.013 0.013 0.168
3 0.035 0.032 0.041 0.011 0.024 0.008 0.152
4 0.031 0.041 0.034 0.008 0.025 0.039 0.179
5 0.051 0.032 0.005 0.034 0.014 0.017 0.153
6 0.045 0.028 0.030 0.037 0.030 0.006 0.174

Total 0.240 0.211 0.182 0.140 0.131 0.096 1.000

Each subject’s personal weighting of the joint embedding should approximately

re-produce their individual embedding. Thus for each subject there are two personal

spaces we can examine, the original individual embedding produced by Kruskal’s

algorithm, and the weighted version of the joint embedding produced by INDSCAL.

The individual embeddings are difficult to compare directly because they have an

arbitrary orientation and cannot be linearly fit to each other using least-squares since

not every linear transform preserves the configuration of points in the space (shearing

does not). Therefore, the weighted embeddings, which are an oriented approximation

of the individual embeddings, are useful as a way to compare each subject’s personal

instantaneous timbre space.

Figure 4-9 shows the first two dimensions of every subject’s 6-dimensional weighted

embedding. As can be seen from this figure and the weights in Table 4-2, the first two

dimensions of joint instantaneous timbre space are exhibited very similarly by all

six subjects. Table 4-10 shows the third and fourth dimensions of the same weighted

embeddings. In these dimensions, differences are more readily apparent. While subjects 1

and 2 remain very similar, subjects 3 and 5 exhibit significant differences in their spaces.

It cannot be assumed that the weighted embeddings are accurate reproductions of

the individual embeddings for each subject. The weighted embeddings all represent a

non-uniform but linear scaling of the dimensions of the joint embedding and have the

same axes. We can test to what extent these axes exist in the individual embeddings using
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Figure 4-9. Visual comparison of the first two dimensions of each subject’s weighted
embedding as produced by INDSCAL. Subjects do not exhibit much difference
in these dimensions

least squares. Table 4-4 shows the correlation between the principal axes determined by

INDSCAL and the closest-matching axis in each of the individual spaces.

4.2.1 The Perceptual Dimensions of Timbre

One of the central aims of this work is to explain perceptual dimensions of instantaneous

timbre. Since INDSCAL claims to discover the axes that are the most meaningful

perceptually, these axes are a good place to start. As is explained in Section 3.2.3, there

are a number of ways in which we can attempt to explain these axes. Table 4-5 shows the

correlations between each axis and seven different acoustic properties of the sounds. The
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Figure 4-10. Visual comparison of the third and fourth dimensions of each subject’s
weighted embedding as produced by INDSCAL. Subjects start to exhibit
noticeable differences in these dimensions.

Table 4-4. The correlation between the principal axes d⃗1, d⃗2, . . . , d⃗6 determined by
INDSCAL and the individual embeddings of the six subjects.

Subject d⃗1 d⃗2 d⃗3 d⃗4 d⃗5 d⃗6
1 0.96 0.96 0.88 0.72 0.84 0.39
2 0.89 0.96 0.90 0.78 0.54 0.43
3 0.87 0.88 0.93 0.40 0.87 0.30
4 0.86 0.98 0.93 0.34 0.89 1.00
5 0.98 0.89 0.34 0.90 0.61 0.60
6 0.98 0.85 0.82 0.95 0.99 0.28
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Table 4-5. The correlations between the principal axes d⃗1, d⃗2, . . . , d⃗6 determined by
INDSCAL and seven acoustic properties p⃗1, p⃗2, . . . , p⃗7 of the sounds.

p⃗1 p⃗2 p⃗3 p⃗4 p⃗5 p⃗6 p⃗7
d⃗1 0.93 0.95 0.06 0.17 0.40 0.09 0.28

d⃗2 0.30 0.30 0.72 0.32 0.53 0.60 0.54

d⃗3 0.32 0.35 0.51 0.18 0.69 0.65 0.44

d⃗4 0.01 0.10 0.15 0.38 0.36 0.28 0.36

d⃗5 0.31 0.38 0.30 0.33 0.05 0.35 0.01

d⃗6 0.03 0.08 0.04 0.30 0.15 0.02 0.03

acoustic properties are p⃗1 = fundamental frequency, p⃗2 = log fundamental frequency, p⃗3 =

spectral centroid, p⃗4 = odd harmonics proportion, p⃗5 = loudness, p⃗6 = loudness-weighted

spectral centroid, and p⃗7 = inharmonicity factor standard deviation. These properties are

described in more detail in Table 3-3.

From the correlation analysis, the first axis is clearly related to pitch, with the

correlation between d⃗1 and p⃗2 being 0.95. The other axes are not as clear from the

correlation analysis. The analysis suggests a significant relationship between the second

axis and spectral centroid, indicating that d⃗2 may be linked to brightness. The third axis

has a potentially significant relationship with loudness. Interestingly, the fourth and sixth

axes show no significant correlation with any of these features.

Another method of investigating an axis is to simultaneously observe the sounds

projected onto the axis and listen to the sounds, then attempt to find a perceptual pattern

that explains the variation along the axis. For the second axis, brightness does seem to

have a strong correlation with the axis perceptually. Interestingly, the inharmonic sounds,

which are not necessarily the brightest, are at the far end of the axis with the brightest

sounds. This explains in part why inharmonicity has a fairly strong correlation with this

axis and why spectral centroid may have had a weaker correlation than it should have.

The third axis, too, seems perceptually to have a strong correlation with brightness,

except this time the inharmonic sounds are placed at the end of the spectrum with the

least bright sounds.
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Table 4-6. The new correlations between the principal axes d⃗1, d⃗2, . . . , d⃗6 determined by
INDSCAL and seven acoustic properties p⃗1, p⃗2, . . . , p⃗7 of the sounds after
removing sounds 3, 6, and 8 from the correlation calculations.

p⃗1 p⃗2 p⃗3 p⃗4 p⃗5 p⃗6 p⃗7
d⃗1 0.91 0.94 0.30 0.25 0.37 0.22 0.19

d⃗2 0.51 0.51 0.89 0.54 0.90 0.91 0.67

d⃗3 0.58 0.58 0.83 0.23 0.90 0.81 0.64

d⃗4 0.00 0.10 0.26 0.26 0.29 0.29 0.21

d⃗5 0.24 0.33 0.29 0.38 0.09 0.32 0.15

d⃗6 0.04 0.15 0.08 0.27 0.15 0.05 0.19

As a result of these observations, the most inharmonic sounds, sounds 3, 6, and 8 (as

can be seen in Table 3-4), were removed and the correlations were re-calculated. Table 4-6

presents the results. The second and third dimensions now show a very strong correlation

with spectral centroid, loudness, and loudness-weighted spectral centroid. This indicates

that these two dimensions both ought to be interpreted as brightness but with outliers.

This same method of investigation with the fourth axis also yielded an observable

pattern. In the data set, there are a relatively large number of A notes. The fourth axis

groups all of the A notes, along with one B note, on one side of the axis, and places the

rest of the non-A notes on the other side of the axis. Given the prevalence of A notes in

the data, it is not surprising that A versus non-A emerged as a defining distinction. But

it also speaks to a perceptual phenomenon, which is that notes an octave apart are often

confused for one another. Thus, there is an inherent perceptual similarity between notes

an integer number of octaves apart, and this shows up in the fourth axis.

The fifth INDSCAL dimension required a number of listens because its variation was

not as apparent as the variation of pitch and brightness observed in the first four axes.

But a fairly clear perceptual axis did eventually emerge. On the lower (though this is an

arbitrary orientation) side of the axis, sounds could be described as smooth or upbeat.

On the higher side of the axis, sounds could be described as biting and negative. These

traits are not known to be correlated with any particular acoustic properties, therefore an

analytical verification cannot be performed to determine a correlation coefficient.
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Table 4-7. A summary of the interpretations of the dimensions of instantaneous timbre
found by INDSCAL.

Dimension Interpretation Primary method used
1 Absolute pitch Analytical
2 Brightness with outliers Perceptual and analytical
3 Brightness with outliers Perceptual and analytical
4 Relative pitch Perceptual and analytical
5 Smoothness, positivity, bite Perceptual
6 Unknown

Table 4-8. The correlation between seven acoustic properties p⃗1, p⃗2, . . . , p⃗7 of the sounds
and their best-matching axes in the joint embedding.

p⃗1 p⃗2 p⃗3 p⃗4 p⃗5 p⃗6 p⃗7
0.98 1.00 0.92 0.75 0.93 0.94 0.84

The sixth INDSCAL dimension was found to be very difficult to explain perceptually

and no conclusion can be drawn. As can be seen from Table 4-4, however, this dimension

seems to primarily exist in the individual instantaneous timbre space of only one subject,

with whom there is nearly perfect correlation. Therefore it is not surprising that this

dimension is difficult to explain. It would be extremely interesting if this one subject were

able to provide a perceptual explanation, but this test was not able to be done.

A summary of the interpretations for the dimensions of instantaneous timbre found by

INDSCAL is given by Table 4-7.

Carroll and Chang argue that the orientation found by INDSCAL is the only

orientation the joint embedding can have, since according to the model there is no linear

connection between any other axes in the joint embedding and axes in the individual

embeddings. However, it is still interesting to test if the acoustic properties correlate

with axes in the joint embedding that are not aligned with the principal axes found by

INDSCAL. Table 4-8 lists the correlations found between the acoustic properties of the

sounds and their best-matching axes in the joint embedding. We also test the individual

spaces to see if there are axes in these spaces that correlate with the acoustic properties

thought to be relevant to perception. These correlations are listed in Table 4-9.
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Table 4-9. The correlation between seven acoustic properties p⃗1, p⃗2, . . . , p⃗7 of the sounds
and their best-matching axes in the individual embeddings of each subject.

Subject p⃗1 p⃗2 p⃗3 p⃗4 p⃗5 p⃗6 p⃗7
1 0.94 0.97 0.82 0.53 0.88 0.87 0.76
2 0.96 0.95 0.92 0.67 0.95 0.95 0.87
3 0.91 0.93 0.87 0.68 0.91 0.87 0.69
4 0.87 0.91 0.92 0.50 0.85 0.89 0.71
5 0.95 0.98 0.86 0.47 0.76 0.76 0.69
6 0.97 0.98 0.83 0.65 0.90 0.89 0.66
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Figure 4-11. The x-axis values are the log fundamental frequencies of the 16 sounds. The
y-axis values are the best-matching projections in the individual embeddings
of instantaneous timbre space for subjects 5 and 6. The correlations between
the sets are listed in column 3 of Table 4-9.

Figure 4-11 shows the log fundamental frequency of each sound plotted against the

best-matching projection of the sounds found in the individual spaces of subjects 5 and 6.

Out of all of the subjects, these two had the highest correlation between their spaces and

log fundamental frequency.

The inharmonicity feature does not appear to have a particularly strong correlation

with the instantaneous timbre spaces, but due to the relative lack of inharmonic sounds

in the data set, this does not necessarily mean the feature calculated in this work is not

an appropriate measure of perceptual inharmonicity. An observation about this feature
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Figure 4-12. The inharmonicity is calculated as the proportionally-weighted standard
deviation of fi/(i ∗ f0) for all of the harmonics. This graph shows how the
correlation of this statistic with subjects’ individual instantaneous timbre
spaces changes as the value is raised to different exponents. The correlation
peaks at different exponents for each subject.

is shown in Figure 4-12. The inharmonicity is calculated as the standard deviation of

fi/(i ∗ f0) for each harmonic, where fi is the frequency of harmonic i and f0 is the

fundamental frequency of the note. The standard deviation is not the only possible choice

of summary statistic. Another is the mean or the variance. Since the variance is the

square of the standard deviation, a number of powers of the standard deviation were

examined to see if they gave any improvement in correlation over the standard deviation

for each of the subjects’ instantaneous timbre spaces.

Each subject has a different peak exponent value. The exponents each represent

non-linear warpings of the inharmonicity feature when viewed as a projection in timbre

space. The fact that each subject has a fairly high peak correlation suggests that the

particular feature being used for inharmonicity may be ranking the inharmonicities

correctly but not matching perception in an optimal way. Thus other ways of calculating

inharmonicity may need to be investigated.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS

In this work we have proposed a comprehensive, perception-centric framework

for the digital manipulation of timbre in composition. This has been an inherently

inter-disciplinary approach, drawing on knowledge from domains such as computer

science, music, signal processing, and psychology. In addition to our contribution to the

development of a system for unrestricted timbre manipulation, we have made a number of

potential contributions to signal processing, experimental procedure, and musicology.

Among our primary contributions is the development of a new representation for

timbre, which is the first to simultaneously represent perceptual dimensions of timbre

and be suitable for synthesizing sounds from this representation. Previous attempts at a

representation of timbre using psychological experiments have not succeeded in identifying

fundamental dimensions of timbre and have not been suitable for synthesis. On the other

hand, representations of time-varying acoustic properties that are suitable for synthesis

have chiefly been developed as models of existing musical instruments and used the

minimization of signal reconstruction error as their primary development objective. We

believe this approach is fundamentally incapable of developing a correspondence between

time-varying properties and perceptual dimensions. Thus our approach overcomes the

limitations imposed by previous attempts.

Like some of the representations based on time-varying acoustic parameters, we have

proposed a phase space representation, in which all attributes at a single moment in time

are treated as points in the space, and paths in the space represent the evolution of these

attributes over time. Except in our case, these attributes are perceptual in nature. In this

work, the notion of instantaneous timbre, while hinted at in prior work, has been made

explicitly distinct from dynamic timbre. This creates a new hierarchy of timbre that has

implications for both a system to achieve its manipulation and for its study in general.
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To learn a space of instantaneous timbre, we have proposed a study that applied

machine learning techniques to data collected from human subjects. As has been

mentioned, this general type of psychological study has been undertaken before. But this

is the first time such a study has been attempted exclusively with instantaneous timbre.

We have also improved upon earlier methods in a number of ways. We expanded the range

of variation in the data to include notes of different pitch. Procedurally, we have collected

responses from subjects as relative comparisons rather than absolute judgments, which

we argue eliminates a potentially large source of inconsistency in the observations. At the

same time, we have improved upon the prior method of triadic comparisons by expanding

the group size in a trial to more than three at a time. This allows the entire matrix of

binary comparisons to be accessible, rather than a subset of the matrix corresponding to

pairs with one sound in common. We have compensated for the increased time it takes to

collect responses and improved upon the method of triadic comparisons by framing the

problem of ordering the pairs by their similarity as a general ranking problem, given an

incomplete binary comparison matrix. This is a more principled approach than simple

winning percentage, as used in triadic comparisons, and leverages advances in ranking

theory.

In general, we have been able to draw a number of conclusions from our experiments.

Investigation into the nature of instantaneous timbre indicates that there are at least 5

coherent dimensions readily apparent just from a collection of 16 sounds. Prior studies

insisted that pitch must be held fixed to study timbre. However, we propose that the

opposite may be true, and we have shown that timbre differences can emerge just

as easily when pitch is included as a source of variation. The primary dimension of

perception indicated in our study is based on absolute pitch. But brightness also emerged

clearly, as well as a new dimension of timbre not mentioned in prior literature, that is

associated with words such as smoothness, positivity, and bite. Relative pitch emerged as

a dimension, as well, which is not surprising given that the perceptual quality of harmony
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is based on intervals. A study indicating the existence of multiple dimensions of pitch has

been done prior, but never has a dimension of relative pitch been observed in the context

of timbre.

While we uncovered new dimensions of timbre that have not been observed in prior

studies, there are additional dimensions of timbre that we may have missed. Some of these

could be due to a small data set that lacked enough variation in other dimensions for them

to emerge clearly. We also consider the possibility that there are instantaneous dimensions

of timbre that can only be observed with dynamic stimuli. This possibility is something

we plan to investigate in the future.

Based on our observations, we believe we have provided further indication that

INDSCAL is a useful method for determining coherent axes of perception. However,

we have done so by explicitly examining the role of subjectivity and observing the

extent to which these axes actually exist in the individual spaces of the subjects. It is

of great interest to us whether the INDSCAL space can be deemed more reliable than

the individual spaces, by leveraging information from multiple sources, or whether the

INDSCAL space is a muddled version of the individual spaces. The clear utility of the

INDSCAL result seems to indicate the former, but we cannot determine this conclusively

from the present study, and future work may be required to do so.

There are a number of other future directions suggested by our work that we would

like to investigate. Our overarching goal of a system for timbre manipulation required

us to first propose new concepts and methods related to the study of timbre itself. Both

basic research into the study of timbre and the development of a system that uses this

perceptual knowledge have many more questions to be explored. To facilitate research

into a number of these, we believe that first and foremost a larger study similar to the one

proposed in this work but incorporating more sounds ought to be undertaken. Increased

diversity in the sounds would allow more perceptual dimensions to emerge and allow us to

be more certain of the form of these dimensions.
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For instance, inharmonicity was clearly present in 3 out of the 16 sounds used in

the study. This feature had a marked influence on the ability of INDSCAL to resolve a

dimension of brightness. This indicates to us that inharmonicity is a strong perceptual

feature, but that not enough variation in inharmonicity was included for it to emerge

as its own dimension. Also, analytical methods of interpreting the axes could be greatly

improved with the use of more sounds. We were able to explain some axes by correlating

them with acoustic features thought to be relevant to perception. But we were not able

to automatically learn the features that best explain an axis due to the lower number of

sounds compared to the number of acoustic features. Discovering the acoustic basis for

a perceptual axis would make it easier to synthesize new sounds that correspond to a

perceptual feature. But future work in this area is only possible with more data.

Perceptual interpretations of instantaneous timbre dimensions would be useful, as

well. We have used some exploratory methods, bolstered by knowledge of the domain,

to interpret axes perceptually. But with more data, more systematic investigation could

be done. INDSCAL and related methods of weighted combination are currently the best

methods for learning orientations of timbre space where principal axes emerge. But it

is not clear if the axes learned by INDSCAL are the only set of principal axes possible.

In color vision, at least two completely different coherent sets of axes exist. Additional

perceptual experiments could help to illuminate this.

For instance, a one-dimensional MDS experiment could be set up where specific

verbal descriptions of the sounds are used as the criteria for comparison, rather than an

all-encompassing notion of similarity. This would create perceptual axes that could then

be analytically correlated with timbre space embeddings to see if they are present and

how they are oriented. Conversely, an axis could be tested for its perceptual coherence by

presenting sounds auditory, presenting their projections visually, and asking subjects to

identify a pattern that explains the variation observed in the projections onto the axis.

Identification of the pattern could be done by identifying words to describe it, as has been
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done in this work, but it could also be done implicitly to simply test the coherence of

an axis before attempting to fully interpret it. This would entail leaving out some of the

sounds from the projection and asking subjects to place these sounds onto the axis based

on the pattern they have identified. If the axis corresponds to a perceptually coherent

dimension, a pattern should emerge, and the accuracy in identifying the locations of the

test sounds on the axis should measure its coherence. This is another example of how

more analytical analysis could be done in the context of perception.

We believe we have made a persuasive case that the hierarchy of instantaneous

and dynamic timbre proposed in this work is necessary and consistent with perception.

But much of the form that dynamic timbre takes within our model still needs to be

investigated. Dynamic timbre is represented in our model as paths through instantaneous

timbre space. But an enumeration of dynamic timbre properties and their representations

as paths still needs to be done. We have emphasized developing the instantaneous

spatial representation in this work because it is a necessary pre-requisite to studying the

dynamic representation. But as soon as a satisfying instantaneous spatial representation is

achieved, more attention can be given to dynamic considerations.

The hierarchy between instantaneous and dynamic timbre has implications for the

future development of the framework for timbre manipulation in general. Developing this

framework was identified as one of our primary motivations in undertaking this research.

We have laid out a detailed blueprint to achieve this goal, and taken a large step toward

implementing the centerpiece of the framework. In the future, we would like to implement

the entire system. This entails developing a low-level mapping from instantaneous timbre

space points to synthesis parameters and a high-level mapping from paths in instantaneous

timbre space to simple interfaces and abstractions. Development of the mapping to

synthesis parameters seems like the next logical step. To do this well, more points in the

instantaneous timbre space need to be associated with synthesis parameters. Currently,

we have associations between 16 points only, for the 16 sounds in our experiment. Thus
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we need to expand the number of sounds in our experiment not only to improve our

instantaneous timbre space representation, but also to improve our ability to map from

this space to alternate representations. It may be that as more points are added to the

space and we are more certain of the axes, it will become no longer necessary to place the

points in the space via the entire experimental procedure outlined in this work. Instead,

there may be quicker ways to add points to a pre-existing space. Once enough points

are in place, a number of machine learning methods are at our disposal to map between

instantaneous timbre space and synthesis space.

The final piece to achieving a system for digital timbre manipulation in composition

is then the interface. We have identified several types of interfaces we think could be

useful, and believe all of them could be implemented. Future work in this area is needed

to map from high-level abstractions and timbre objects to the orthogonal perceptual

representation. Tests need to be done to assess the effectiveness of each interface for

different purposes.

In all, we believe this system is no longer so far-fetched, and look forward to continue

work in this area to achieve it, and to increase our understanding of timbre as a perceptual

phenomenon.
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